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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

“You should be afraid of the next ‘lab leak.’” So, declares a New York Times headline, November 23,

2021.  And they may well be correct. In recent weeks, insinuations hinting at a potential smallpox

outbreak have circulated in the news, while additional evidence of COVID-19 being the result of a

lab leak have emerged.  As reported by The New York Times:

“The National Emerging Infectious Diseases Laboratories ... in Boston’s South End ... has

one of the larger collections of Biosafety Level 4 and Biosafety Level 3 labs in the world.

These kinds of facilities are where research on the planet’s most threatening pathogens

takes place.

Ebola, Lassa, Marburg viruses: All are designated for Level 4 work by the National Institutes

of Health, meaning they are both transmissible and highly pathogenic, with few (or no)

treatments for those who become infected with them ...

In 2015, the NIH commissioned a consulting Prm called Gryphon ScientiPc to do a risk

assessment  of certain types of research at U.S. labs. The result, released in April 2016,

was a thousand-page report that concluded, among other things, that experiments to

improve the transmissibility of coronaviruses in a lab could ‘signiPcantly’ increase the

chance of a pandemic ‘due to a laboratory accident.”

Safety Questions Abound

While the Gryphon report  concluded that the risk of a pathogen with pandemic potential (PPP)

causing a global pandemic was low, the lead author of the report, Rocco Casagrande, a former

United Nations weapons inspector, told The New York Times that the list of uncertainties is a long

one. In fact, we don’t know much about anything. For example, we do not know:

The frequency at which lab accidents happen

How often lab accidents result in exposures

The underlying factors that allow for incidents and exposures

What features might be most effective at mitigating incidents (such as additional training,

additional containment equipment or engineering controls)

Answers to basic questions such as Zuid dynamics of a spill (i.e., what happens when a Zask is

dropped and shattered? How are pathogens dispersed in different kinds of accidents?)

All of these shortcomings mean we don’t even know what we should invest in to make research on

PPPs safer. It also suggests the conclusion of the report is more of a guess than a de\nitive risk

assessment. They assume the pandemic risk is low, but it might not be, since they’re making a

series of assumptions that may or may not be accurate in the real world.

Secrecy Is Part of the Problem

One reason for this lack of insight is that many biosafety labs are not required to be transparent

about what happens inside their walls. Casagrande likens them to “a big black box.” As noted by the

NYT:

“... the most concerning aspect about high-containment biolabs is that, considered as a

collective, they may only be as safe as the worst lab among them: A breach or a breakdown

at one could imperil us all.”

It stands to reason then that one way to reduce the risk of another manmade pandemic is to

demand full transparency. (Of course, the most effective strategy would be to ban PPP research

altogether, worldwide, but barring that possibility, transparency and independent review would at

least be a step in the right direction.)

Remarkably, we don’t even have a complete list of all biosafety Level 4 (BSL4) labs. Estimates

suggest there are 59 in operation around the world, but “there is no obcial international database

keeping track of the labs and no requirement for governments to acknowledge their existence —

either publicly or to the World Health Organization,” the NYT writes.

Three Types of Risks

As explained by the NYT, the risks associated with these BSLs can be broken into three main

categories:

1. Biosafety — Making sure workers are not exposed to dangerous pathogens through training

and containment technologies

2. Biosecurity — Ensuring dangerous pathogens aren’t stolen or misused for nefarious purposes

3. Cyberbiosecurity — Ensuring data, such as viral genomic data, are not tampered with remotely

Failure in one or more of these areas can have devastating consequences, and such failures can

occur either intentionally or accidentally. In addition to these, there’s the most unpredictable danger

of all, namely human error.

All the technological safeguards may be in place, but the human element may still negate some or

all of them. And, according to Casagrande, human error is 100 times more likely to cause an

accident than any kind of mechanical failure.

Smallpox — The Next Threat?

As noted by the Times, there are only two BSL4 labs in the world that hold live variola virus, the

virus that causes smallpox, a highly infectious and deadly infection that was declared fully

eradicated in 1980. One is the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s BSL4 lab in

Atlanta; the other is the Vector Institute’s BSL4 lab in Koltsovo, Russia.

The original smallpox virus had a fatality rate of about 30%, and the U.S. stopped routine

vaccination against it in 1972. The last known outbreak in the U.S. occurred in 1947.

One of the last known deaths from smallpox took place in 1978. A British medical photographer

contracted the infection at a medical school in Birmingham, where she worked. The university had

a WHO-related smallpox research lab, which according to an investigation failed to meet the basic

guidelines set by the Dangerous Pathogens Advisory Group.

The WHO had ordered the closure of the lab, but four months before its scheduled closure, the

photographer, Janet Parker, was exposed. It’s believed she came into contact with the virus “while

making telephone calls from a disused obce next to her darkroom. This obce was linked to

Bedson's animal pox room below a service duct, with access to the duct on each Zoor provided by

inspection panels,” The Desert Review reports.

“ Bill Gates has preemptively warned us about
smallpox terror attacks during a Policy Exchange
future pandemics meeting, November 4, 2021.
According to Gates, the threat of bioterrorism is
likely far greater than that of a natural outbreak.”

But there’s nothing to prevent the creation of a synthetic or modi\ed version of the virus, which may

be even worse. As reported by the Independent,  Bill Gates preemptively warned us about smallpox

terror attacks during a Policy Exchange future pandemics meeting, November 4, 2021. According to

Gates, the threat of bioterrorism is likely far greater than that of a natural outbreak.

As you might expect, he’s urging governments to spend billions of dollars to prepare for such an

event, and much of this investment would, of course, go to companies and organizations that he

directly pro\ts from.

CDC Prepared With Smallpox Vaccine

Interestingly enough, the day before Gates made those comments, the CDC’s Advisory Committee

on Immunization Practices (ACIP) reviewed two presentations featuring a newer attenuated live

smallpox vaccine called JYNNEOS (also known as Imvamune or Imvanex ). As reported by

Precision Vaccinations:

“Produced by Bavarian Nordic, JYNNEOS was initially approved in 2019 by the U.S. Food

and Drug Administration (FDA) and is indicated for preventing smallpox and monkeypox

disease in adults 18 years of age and older determined to be at high risk for smallpox or

monkeypox infection.

JYNNEOS is the only FDA-approved non-replicating smallpox vaccine and the only FDA-

approved monkeypox vaccine for non-military use. Brett Petersen, M.D., MPH, presented

the new proposed ‘clinical guidance for the use of JYNNEOS as it compares to an older

smallpox vaccine, ACAM2000, which the ACIP currently recommends.

Many persons with contraindications to vaccination with ACAM2000 (e.g., atopic

dermatitis, immunocompromising conditions, breastfeeding, or pregnancy) may receive

vaccination with JYNNEOS ...

Currently, the smallpox vaccine is not recommended for the general public in the USA since

smallpox has been eradicated ... However, U.S. health o`cials are prepared to use a

vaccine if there were a smallpox outbreak, says the CDC.”

Smallpox Vials Found in Merck Lab

The focus on smallpox vaccine is suspiciously timely, as \ve vials labeled “smallpox” were found in

a Pennsylvania Merck facility November 15, 2021. There were also 10 vials labeled “vaccinia,” a

virus that belongs to the poxvirus family.

The vials were discovered by a laboratory worker while cleaning out a freezer. The Merck facility

conducts vaccine research, but as noted earlier, only two facilities in the world are permitted to

store the deadly smallpox virus. Merck is not one of them.

Within days, it was widely reported that the \ve vials were “mislabeled” and did not, in fact, contain

the smallpox virus (variola). They all contained the vaccinia virus, which is used in smallpox

vaccine.  All of the vials were reportedly intact, and the worker was wearing a facemask and

gloves. Based on this, it is assumed that the worker was not exposed and no viral release has taken

place.

This isn’t the \rst time vials with potentially lethal pathogens have been found in places where

they’re not supposed to be. In 2014, 60-year-old glass vials containing freeze-dried smallpox were

found lying around in an old storage room at the NIH facility in Bethesda, Maryland.

In 2019, an explosion rocked the Koltsovo, Russia lab, sending one lab worker to the hospital.

According to news reports, the PPP stockpiles were not affected. Still, it just goes to show one

needs to take every eventuality into account. Anything can happen. There are a million ways in

which something can go wrong.

Operation Dark Winter

Then, of course, we have Operation Dark Winter,  a pandemic exercise featuring an intentional

smallpox terror attack on the U.S. This tabletop exercise took place in 2001, and like the 2019 Event

201 (which featured an outbreak of coronavirus), it was hosted by Johns Hopkins and funded by

the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

Incidentally, in a November 2020 speech about the need for ongoing pandemic measures, then

president-elect Biden warned we would be facing a “very dark winter,”  a statement that many

found both curious and ominous.

Signs and Symptoms of Smallpox

As mentioned, smallpox has a lethality rate of about 30% and is highly infectious. During the 20th

century, an estimated 300 million people have succumbed to the smallpox virus around the world.

The incubation period is between seven and 14 days. Initial symptoms include high fever, headache,

backache and vomiting. This is then followed by a bodywide rash. The rash will often emerge in the

mouth, throat and tongue \rst, and then spread to the face, arms, torso and legs.

It is during the rash stage that the patient is most infectious. The rash then progresses to pus-\lled

pustules that scab over and fall off for about 10 days. Those who survive the infection can be left

with permanent scarring. Blindness has also been reported.

In 2009, CDC scientists reported they’d \nally identi\ed the mechanism that makes smallpox so

lethal. By attacking interferon binding protein, a molecule your body produces that blocks viral

replication, the virus ends up crippling your immune system. As reported by Science Daily:

“The researchers ... showed that cells infected with variola ... produced a protein that

blocks a wide range of human interferons, which are molecules produced by our immune

systems meant to stop viral replication.”

The virus is known to spread via direct contact and shared items such as sheets, towels and

clothing, as well as respiratory particles. Vaccination with the live virus vaccine, ACAM2000, will

also leave you infectious until the lesion at the injection site has scabbed over and fallen off,

leaving a dime-sized scar. Care must be taken to protect the injection site from other parts of your

body and other individuals.

Biowarfare and Global Tyranny

Since the \rst quarter of 2020, we’ve already gotten a taste of what The Great Reset will mean for

public health. It’s basically founded on the premise that we live in a biosecurity state, where

unelected “stakeholders” decide what is best for us — even if it kills us.

It’s undeniable that the COVID countermeasures have wrought far more destruction than the virus

actually has, and these countermeasures continue to destroy lives and kill people unnecessarily, all

under the banner of keeping us “safe” from disease.

Hospitals around the U.S. have all been instructed to use the deadliest COVID treatments

imaginable, and doctors who defy the guidance and actually do what is best for their patients are

having their medical licenses threatened. Merely speaking out about effective COVID treatments

will put a bullseye on a physician’s back.

In countries everywhere, people are told COVID shots are the only way forward, and vaccine

passports — once derided as a paranoid conspiracy theory — are being implemented. Who made

these decisions? No one is admitting the real source of these lockstep decisions, but we can be

sure they’re coming from a central hub, run by people no one ever voted into power.

Around the world, a twisted mind game is being played out, where world leaders are now telling us

that vaccine passports are our “ticket to freedom,” completely ignoring the fact that our freedom is

not, and cannot be, predicated on our medical choices.

That the disease countermeasures we currently see for COVID-19 won’t end with COVID-19 is clear.

Will a smallpox outbreak be next? The totalitarian takeover clearly isn’t going as smoothly as they’d

hoped, so it’s not unreasonable to suspect they may want to throw something else into the mix —

even if it’s only to raise the fear level to the next level.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,296 ratings

ORDER NOW
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HUGE WIN! Federal Judge Temporarily Blocks COVID Vaccine Mandate for Health Workers in 10 States A federal court on Monday

temporarily blocked the Biden administration’s COVID vaccine mandate for health workers at hospitals that receive federal funding,

providing a temporary reprieve for healthcare workers in 10 states who faced having to be fully vaccinated by Jan. 4, 2022, or lose their

jobs. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/federal-judge-covid-vaccine-mandat..  (11/30/21)
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Gui, I hate to toss a wet blanket on things, for each win somewhere, there's a loss somewhere else (in Maine). Its getting repetitive

looks as if these Federal judges are in collusion with each other, picking and choosing which lawsuits to honor and which to block.

Add'l - Oops, spoke to soon! This will now be Nationwide, according to breaking news today from the WashPost. However, READ

carefully, it only applies to unvaxxed hospital workers in hospital settings (I have no idea about nursing homes and similar

outpatient facilities), And watch out - this is NOT to all other 100-plus employees companies over the country...against which

numerous AG's, maybe now up to (27) have \led a suit against President Biden for overreach of Federal authority, attempting to

destroy their state's economies. Stay tuned and please update as needed. No way to keep up with fast moving changes.
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* "That the disease countermeasures we currently see for COVID-19 won’t end with COVID-19 is clear. Will a smallpox outbreak be

next? The totalitarian takeover clearly isn’t going as smoothly as they’d hoped, so it’s not unreasonable to suspect they may want

to throw something else into the mix — even if it’s only to raise the fear level to the next level." *

Comment from another site; "It's just a mask." "It's just six feet." "It's just two weeks." "It's just non essential businesses." "It's just

non essential workers." "It's just a bar." "It's just a restaurant." "It's just to keep from overwhelming the hospitals." "It's just to make

the cases go down." "It's just to Zatten the curve." "It's just a few inmates." "It's just to keep others from getting scared." "It's just for

a few more weeks." "It's just church.” "It's just a bracelet." "It's just an app." "It's just for tracing." "It's just to let others know you're

safe to be around." "It's just to let others know who you've been in contact with." "It's just a few more months." "It's just a large

gathering but for protests."

"It's just a few violent protests." "It's just a vaccine." "It's just a little microchip." "It's just a blood test." "It's just a scan." "It's just for

medical information." "It's just a vaccination certi\cate." "It's just like a credit card." "It's just a few places that don't take cash." "It's

just so you can travel." "It's just so you can get your driver's license." "It's just so you can vote." "It's just a few more years." It's just

the New World Order." This is what happens when real science is shut down.  THIS is Science: "I would rather have questions that

can’t be answered, than answers that can’t be questioned." ~ Richard Feynman,  Nobel-prizewinning theoretical physicist
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The Circuit Court of Cole County, Missouri, Judge Daniel R. Green presiding, has issued a sweeping judgement against Covid

restrictions and mandates imposed by the Department of Health and Senior Services, November 22, 2021.  The decision begins:

“This case is about whether Missouri’s Department of Health and Senior Services regulations can abolish representative

government in the creation of public health laws, and whether it can authorize closure of a school or assembly based on the

unfettered opinion of an unelected obcial. This Court \nds it cannot.”

brownstone.org/articles/covid-restrictions-and-mandates-imposed-by-the..  (Nov 24, 2021)
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Dr. Mehmet Oz is vying for the PA senate seat that is being vacated by retiring Rep. Sen. Pat Toomey. Oz makes claims, in so many

words,  to help straighten out the Covid mess: nypost.com/2021/11/30/dr-oz-expected-to-join-race-for-pennsylvanias-se..
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I've heard of such good news, here and there; although, I wouldn't get too excited, Gui. We're living in a world of Fraud, Lies,

Deception and Illusion and with the in mind - the situation can change in a heartbeat. Steve; it's not very likely that the "measures"

will end. Covid was only a trial run, to get the ball rolling. Now that the oligarchs know how easy it is to con the entire world's

population, the rest of their agendas shouldn't be too dibcult to roll out. Humanity has been infected with the virus of stupidity!
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Randy, I would so much like to disagree, but I can't. Regular people plan for Saturday night, the wealthy plan for generations. If they

don't get their way by these means, they regroup & throw out Plan B, or create a new scheme.
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share this video with all - Dr David Martin explains the 5th Circuit Court ruling on the federal mandate and OSHA \ling:

www.youtube.com/watch   Here is the court ruling: www.ca5.uscourts.gov/.../21-60845-CV0.pdf   The MSM is not informing the

public about this ruling. Share with all you know.
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Max, "they" sort of said OSHA stepped back from enforcement, pending further actions. (thank goodness whoever drafted this

included natural immunity which, by the end of this year may be far superior to vacced immunity). However, no idea what Federal

Jurisdiction is hearing this do we?  * At last word, it has been suggested the US Supreme Court making the \nal decision, yes?
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Listen to this guy, an Native Australian (like myself)   www.bitchute.com/.../R0Xk1a2oFg0d .  SHARE, SHARE , SHARE AND thank

you
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Gui, I just posted this; wanted to hear/read what you think:

www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-30-doctor-covid-vaccines-designed-reduce-w..
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The only way to stop this is to have death sentences swiftly imposed an those responsible, accident Or not, those who violate the law and

commit crimes against humanity must be held accountable.  It’s the only way.
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Agree
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Problem is, these days, the corrupt, evil ones are given pats on the head, while the murdering criminals are being let out of

 prisons.  It's all been predicted, so isn't going to get better.  Unfortunately, there are too many like-minded people on the side of the

evil ones who will never understand the gentle, loving, caring, people.
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Westerlund, thank you for being part of the solution instead of moaning about the problem.  I do think life long imprisonment is

appropriate even if I hate the death penalty.  Note how here, Bill Gates (in one of these two videos, sorry i lack the stomach right

now to review again to see which one it was) offered Trump the Shelter in Place idea, three years before the CVd matter broke out!
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Will Smallpox Be the Next ‘Lab Leak’?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

While attempts have been made to assess the risks posed by research on lethal

pathogens, we still know very little. We don’t know the frequency at which lab

accidents happen, how often lab accidents result in exposures, or the underlying

factors that allow for incidents and exposures

)

We also do not know what features might be most effective at mitigating incidents,

and we lack answers to basic questions such as Zuid dynamics of a spill

)

Human error is 100 times more likely to cause an accidental release of a dangerous

pathogen than any kind of mechanical failure

)

In recent weeks, a number of news reports have hinted at the possibility of a bioterror attack involving smallpox. November 4, 2021, Bill

Gates warned about the possibility of a smallpox terror attack during a Policy Exchange future pandemics meeting

)

November 3, 2021, the CDC’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices reviewed two presentations featuring a newer attenuated live

smallpox vaccine called JYNNEOS. Smallpox has also been featured in pandemic exercises such as Operation Dark Winter in 2001

)
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the things that make one go "hhmmmmm"....and in the other video, Bill Gates laughs out loud as people squeal when he foretells

about stepping over the dead bodies and sheltering in place.

This man lacks empathy and has a screw loose. He needs permanent con\nement in a container of some kind, whether in a

psyche hospital or in prison, and with no possibiility of release life long. He is a sociopath on the loose, with a murderer's soul who

laughs at the suffering of others. Just....chilling. UGH!!!!  Note also how he acts as global physician, without any medical license at

all, and how tv news anchors query him as director of global policy. How does ONE  man unilaterally get to direct global policy? this

is dictatorship and only fools bow to it and cater it, even enabling it to happen. Duh!   www.youtube.com/watch  ~

www.youtube.com/watch
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM
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Hi, Mirandola ~ Good (truthful) post, but the link didn't work...at least for me.
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Dordee
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Yes but it will not happen if they manage to deceive people.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Healthiestchoices, the nice people assume everyone is nice and reasonable and just wants to get along. They will always be the

prey since the world is run by sociopaths. The nice guys don't even believe that kind of behavior exists.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola it’s easy, he buys everyTHING  and everyONE.   And people sell right out to his humongous offers, no matter what they’re

giving up as a result.   He can literally afford to buy certain countries, in fact he is doing that, he’s even dictating to the current US

administration.  AND hes buying farmland at breakneck speed.   He thinks hes got plans for our future meals.  Thing is Those

farmers simply can’t say no im sure to the kind of dough he offers up.   Sadly, We will ALL pay in the end tho.   Even if he catches a

bullet there will be someone right there to step in his place.
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rensmith23zohomail.com~  You are absolutely correct.  My late husband (and a few others) have always told me I should be more

outspoken when people take advantage or push their views on me.  When I was young I thought to myself, 'when I get older I'll be

able to speak up for myself - tell people what I think.'  HaHa   I'm in my senior yrs. and it still hasn't happened.  It's just my

personality that I don't like confrontation and having others upset with me.  And in today's world, I know it's not worth the effort, as

I always \gure I can't win anyway, so just let it go.
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artist.jill
Joined On 5/9/2011 11:16:56 AM
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I’ve been musing since the latest Dr. Francis Boyle interview and his call to action.  And so with more threats of genocide in today's piece,

I have a question for Dr. Mercola: would you be willing to consider inviting/convening a video/podcast conversation or panel with Dr.

Boyle along with Dr. David Martin?  Not as a debate but just to see where the conversation goes.  Both have strong ideas about presenting

information and evidence to various govt. representatives, albeit strategizing from different angles, but they leave too much to the

average citizen.  Something of this magnitude and seriousness needs to be handled by professionals in the law \eld, particularly in this

climate of oppression, hate, fear, threats and censorship for ordinary people.  Both Boyle’s and Martin’s ideas make sense, and it is

reassuring to see these wise experts forming action plans, but to ask the earnest but inexperienced layperson to become the leaders in

these charges is playing with nukes.  

Many of us have not had any luck thus far with our representatives, and as far as trying further, we do want to do something but we may

feel we recognize the writing on the wall at this time.  The biggest challenge is that many of us are islands; void of having a team

surround us who embrace the truth in the same way in order to be able to go forward effectively and powerfully.  I would add that

obviously RFK Jr would be a great addition to such a conversation.  And I’d like to suggest Naomi Wolf whom you’ve also interviewed,

who (as you reported) created the site “Daily Clout”. Perhaps in collaborating with Boyle and Martin, Wolf might serve as a bridge to the

people.  Obviously there are tons of other experts who could join such a conversation, I’m just putting this out there as a brainstorming

starter.  With highest regards and appreciation.
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artist.jill
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For anyone—at  “Daily Clout”  https://dailyclout.io     people can \nd articles and resources, including bills that are already drafted

and ready to send to their legislators, as well as current bills to follow, such as on mandates and passports.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hear ye, hear ye!! Hark, hark!! This is truly important, and belongs at the top of the forum! Fellow Mercolans, please read Artist Jill's

truly important statement and please vote it up! This can be a game changer! Thank you all! PS Artist Jill and Dr Mercola, I might

add a suggestion that in addition to people such as Dr Francis Boyle and David Martin and Naomi Wolf, that to have a political

strategist of highly trustworthy and motivated character on the panel would be of key importance. People are expressing

frustration with writing to their representatives and in trying to converse in any decent way with the public without back\ring and

backlash. What to do? A political strategist on the panel discussion might be key. Or perhaps, even as a separate interview. Thank

you so much for all you do Dr Mercola!
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola - Ah!  Naomi Wolf!  YES!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great idea!  we are willing, but lack the strength .  we need leadership!  I \nd great comfort in all here, support that I am right.  At

81, I can't do much but keep speaking my truth as often as I can.  Maybe you should be in on this conversation!
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Dr. D. Martin ROCKS!
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mpsarras62gmail.com
Joined On 7/10/2021 8:30:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had high regards for Dr David Martin until I read a link (someone posted) Who is David E Martin? (it just didn't sit good with me)

Dr Reiner Fuellmich is great to listen to also but so far nothing has been done. At times it makes me wonder, who can be trusted;

News out of Germany today is that everyone will be injected, it will be mandatory; either one wants it or not; every breathing human

on this planet will be jabbed
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One word: DESPERATE. The powers that were (Deep State) are already getting desperate in their attempts to subdue the entire humanity.

But alas, they will UTTERLY FAIL in whatever endeavors they will throw at us, mark my word. COVID-19 is already their de\nitive Waterloo

so to speak, and they will fail in this next one too.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree.  They are desperate and will fail.  But how they will use to fear to motivate the populace into pens like cattle.  Hold fast...
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the media would tell the truth about the serious effects and deaths from Whuan's coronavirus “vaccines”, the globalist elites who

are committing a planned genocide would be more desperate. The preliminary report revealed that all four patients had previously

been vaccinated against COVID-19. What is clear is that the introduction of vaccines right in the middle of a supposed "pandemic"

only makes matters worse by driving the spread of "super mutations", which is apparently happening now.

"If only "science" had left things alone and let this run its natural course, life could have returned to normal. A signi\cant number of

mutations may not necessarily be a ‘negative’ as it is dependent on how these mutations function, which scientists are yet to

establish. Then again, since it is the job of science to fearmonger so that P\zer can buy an even bigger yacht, assume it will be

"very very horrifying" until proven innocuous." www.hennessysview.com/.../nu-covid-variant-found-only-in-fully  ~

newstarget.com/2021-11-30-omicron-has-unusual-but-mild-symptoms.html
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Guillermou, The globalist "elites" own media, Big Pharma, big tech, doctors, public health and the politicians in the US and Canada

through Blackrock and Vanguard.  So, why would the media ever tell the truth?  The elites are degenerate, weak, stupid, cowardly

\lth and I liken them to cockroaches- except I hold cockroaches in much higher regard.
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Which is why they are dumbing down the education system.... if it can't work now, they will try again on a new dumber population.

 Important that the kids today remember and are taught to keep an eye out for the next event.
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BlueQuasilica, you sound awfully con\dent.  I hope you're right.  But - they control every institution - media, academia,

entertainment,, corporate leadership, deep state and most government posts worldwide.  AND, almost every extremely rich and

powerful person I can think of is part of the evil cabal - Soros, Gates, Zuckerburg, Bezos, etc.  So, they control everything, including

the money, which pretty much rules.  Sure, this attempt is hitting major speed bumps.  Their power isn't diminished.  They're not

stopping.

Somehow they must be stripped of their monopoly on money and inZuence.  I have no idea how that can be done, short of, you

know.  Not advocating anything, just stating the facts. There is a way, short of you-know.  If we elected leaders who would reign in

the institutions somehow, and institute con\scatory estate or wealth taxes.  Unfortunately both seem out of reach, particularly the

second one.  BTW, I'm talking about con\scating wealth of the order that can destroy civilization - ala the above-mentioned  4

atrocities.  Not your local family farmer, business owner, or successful professional.
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Desperate, and very very criminal. Violently so. They have to be stopped and held permanently to avoid repeats. And as the Organic

Consumer's Association has advocated, every single Gain of Function research lab has to be permanently shut down (with no

possibility of any future ones world wide. Period).
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, they are getting desperate, using friends and family to force you to get the vaccine.  Sound familiar?  Hitler had everyone

spying on family and friends, repoting them to SS.  then they were killed or simply dissappeared never to be seen again.  Happened

to my friend, father gunned down at front door as a warning to the rest of the family.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Anonymous thought for the day.  ~1% control the world.    ~4% are their puppets.    ~90% are asleep.   ~5% know and try to wake the 90%.

  ~The 1% use the 4% to prevent the 5% from waking up the 90%.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Love it, Otis. Thank you.
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Otis, my \gures go this way, 5% of all peoples can actually THINK,  that is critically, logically, common sense etc. 10% of all people

think they can THINK... and sometimes do. 85% of all people would rather DIE than think. This is what they (ICC) used to get us to

where we are now. ICC = International Criminal Cabal (you know, the world is run by criminals!)
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otis101
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Leah, so you have 5% can actually think and that the world is run by an International Criminal Cabal.  Can I assume that the ICC are

among the 5% that can think?
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis 101, NO you can't think the ICC are in the 5% because they are not.  They are in the 10%, which is why  they are constantly

defeated. Never totally, but throughout history, blocked.  History constantly repeats, because they are constantly trying to control it

all.  Will it work? NO.
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Hi Otis yes it sounds discouraging doesn't it? And we all feel the frustration of reaching out to friends and family members with the

result only being backlash. Representatives, Senators may feel like a dead end. So how do we break through? Folks, it's THe Little

Engine that Could. And it's also, David vs Goliath.  We can break through, I am very con\dent of that, but we have to be absolutely

strategic about it.  ***Dr Mercola, please interview a political strategist, to coach us all about how we can break through and be

effective. ***

Here some strategies offered by a political strategist who trained pen-based "activists" how to be effective, on an international

scale.  She said: ~RE how does one break through to crowds who prefer not to think? She said, people are not usually oriented to

reading long articles. Instead, politicians use slogans. They work! "A pandemic of the unvaccinated" is a current example. There is

no science to this, yet look at how it "Sticks" ! We can peaceably \ght back, using slogans to cut through. However, the strategist

speci\ed that the powers that be are very studied in this art So must we.

~College newsletter editors are strategic. College kids talk to their parents,  who listen to them where they turn a deaf ear to

others. Thus, they waken the slumbering giant. And they talk to other college students. They are vocal, passionate and proactive. I

hereby suggest we can send copies of RFK's book to college newsletter editors, ask them to read it in full and then write a review.

Dr Mercola's book, ditto. ~Right now, school Parent Teacher Associations are even more key. School PTAs have enormous political

clout. They are the best to advocate with public health departments. Send three Board members, copies of RFK's and Dr Mercola's

books, and about court rulings which set a precedent. They will talk to parents, teachers, principals, public health depts and then

we've got change. :-)  Court documents linked below, please see. thank you.
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~Missouri court ruled that public health departments can not unilaterally dictate public policy based on random and individualized

ideas without speci\c guldelines. They said this violates the separation of powers, and it is unconstitutional for that reason and

many others. See here www.columbiamissourian.com/news/state_news/ruling-in-shannon-robinson-..    ~the Children's Health

Defense reported yesterday about a major victory, a judge has blocked the mandates in multiples of states. It was a temporary

ruling, however those usually set the precedent for the \nal and permanent one.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/federal-judge-covid-vaccine-mandat..  

COMMENTS:  A) I think the mere fact that the judiciary are waking up, is strategic and signi\cant. If we can get the judiciary

talking, then politicians will take note too. Lawsuits are Key! B) The strategist said that class action lawsuits break the media

blackout. This was before the censorship machine took over, however I would also think that class action carries far more clout

with a judge and jury than a solo lawsuit.  NOte that DeWayne Lee Johnson's lawsuit had a panel of attorneys, and he won, and now

it is a big domino affect! C) We can win this. The truth will come out, and as it does, people are going to wake up. And we can help.

To bookend, we have to be very strategic about it. Then we can win. Hope and well wishes! :-)
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Mirandola,  I have always liked your comments, so many people do not want to hear the truth, (including my children) mass

psychosis is what we are dealing with. They have planned it well. People all over, have a responsibility to themselves, and that is to

care for themselves,  if this has been forgotten, then there will be trouble.
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Mirandola, everyone needs to make copies of the recent 5th Circuit Courts ruling on mandates.  Send them to medical Drs. and

hospitals, MSM, politicians, universities, unions, and anyone else that may have an interest.  This ruling by the 5th Circuit will be

ignored by MSM et al.  Watch David Martin's interpretation on this.  Thanks MaxDuncan for the link.  www.youtube.com/watch

 Here is the ruling.  www.ca5.uscourts.gov/.../21-60845-CV0.pdf
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Otis, and thank you Leahoz! It is great to see people who are willing to be proactive. So doing, we are part of the solution

instead of moaning about the problem. This is heartening, thank you! I meant to add, and forgot.  The strategist said: ~(This is very

important, even key) Identify and rebut beliefs in peoples' heads. This is key to spawning change, she said.  ~(My own experience)

images, movies, pictures will wrench the guts of people where they prefer not to think intellectually> Don't we see how the people

respond to the emotional brain center and act based on it , w hile rejecting intellectual facts? Isn't this the very basis of  the

government strategy that we have observed so far? Use movies and images of vaccine-injured people, they will work.

~We should send footage to the cross sectors we think are most strategic, as part of the packet of information and as you wisely

suggested Otis, to send that court ruling around, you bet. The statements are very important. They are also really important judicial

pronouncements in the blocked mandates case, see the links above. Even just to quote them in  excerpt form with links and court

case number/number, would be a great part of a cover letter. Be selective, as thoughts in  peoples' heads may have them rejecting

instead of embracing the court material> they may need to have beliefs rebutted as above, this has to be done skilfully, but with a

bit of studying before we go ahead (try it out on different people \rst), then we can succeed. Voila!

Thank you all!!! :-)

PS Leahhoz they may have planned it well except in one regard, the pain and suffering will back\re and cause the whole mission to

topple. I predict it. There is nothing unfortunately, like pain and suffering and loss, to wake people up to the real truth at hand. The

planners are falling into their own trap and will fall down, it will only take time, but I predict it. Watch and see!
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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mirandola,  hello,   your post @' Leahoz they may have planned it well except in one regard, the pain and suffering will back\re and

cause the whole mission to topple. I predict it. There is nothing unfortunately, like pain and suffering and loss, to wake people up to

the real truth at hand. The planners are falling into their own trap and will fall down, it will only take time, but I predict it. Watch and

see!'  I predict it. Mirandola, I second you on this...they will fall prey to themselves (the Destoyers will destroy and if nothing else

exist, they will destroy themselves). It is that part of the puzzle that they them selves have forgotten!!! Watch

 www.youtube.com/watch
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My grandmother had small pox when she was a child around 1920. She was really sick with it. I’m thankful that she got well. When I was a

child, my pediatrician wouldn’t let me get the small pox vaccine because I have eczema.  They are really trying to get us one way or

another. If something as horrible as smallpox breaks out, the so called elites could catch it too. Seems like they wouldn’t want to take a

chance like that. That would be stupid of them, but I think they are already stupid
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davidle
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You can't \x stupid.
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tallulah3~     You were so fortunate in having a doctor who wasn't just in it for the money!  I've been around long enough that I can't

remember getting any vaccines except the one before starting 1st grade at age 5.  Also, I grew up in a small town and the doctors

then were SO caring and wanted to be sure they were making the right decisions. Today, they pile on shot after shot, not even

caring (maybe not even asking) if there's any reason you may develop problems due to some allergy or other reason.  Like

everyone else, I'm sick of hearing how many 'uncaring'  people still haven't had their shot and putting others at risk.  I will admit,

this new Small Pox news has me concerned.

I just remembered I think I must have had the polio vax in 5th grade. Two of my cousins- brothers- both had to be in an iron lung for

a long time.  The one came out of it without too many issues, but the other, younger one, but has always been underweight and

small. We were kids, so I don't know if they had the shots as well as the iron lung, or what other procedures, but I remember it was

a long time before they were back home again. The older one has died.  We're not in the same area, but I hope the younger one is

not allowed to get this new series.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HealthiestChoices doctors used to really care about their patients. Now all they want to do is give people the latest pill or vaxx. I

miss the way things used to be. Wish I could go back to the 60’s
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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davidle that’s true
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, tallulah3 ~  Yes, over the past 50 yrs. nearly everything good has deteriorated.  I think there were 4 doctors in our little town,

one being a Chiropractor who was well respected.  Our Dr. was an Osteopath and both my brothers got broken arms, (in different

years) from high school football games. Back then, the players were all small - also most everyone else. LOL  Our doctor set both

of them in his obce.   I would go back to the 40s-50s in a heartbeat.  Don't need a cell phone or any SMART devises in car or

house.  Life was simple and uncomplicated.  We also didn't have worries about what to eat.
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Evil has its own stupidity and its own version of wisdom which is cunning and planning.
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californiawoman
Joined On 5/5/2010 5:13:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Zelenko is trying to devise a formula to attenuate smallpox.   edit:  For those of you who are interested where I got this information,

here it is:     around the 23 minute mark.    www.sgtreport.com/2021/11/must-hear-this-video-might-save-lives-dr-zev..  Link not working

so the alternative is to type in   www.sgtreport.com.  Then in search \eld type in Dr Zelenko. Look for MUST HEAR: THIS VIDEO MIGHT

SAVE LIVES! — DR. ZEV ZELENKO. Go to the 23 minute mark.  He talks about sarracenia purpurea.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you happen to have a link to an article?
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He is such a smart and compassionate man. God bless him
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting - how do you know if you don't mind me asking. Suramin may be effective against small pox; there is also S.purpurea,

the pitcher plant which the Indigenous North Americans used. I would hazard a guess that Zelenkow will be combining some drug

therapy with a supplemental programme. Namaste
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, that video might save million lives. It must not be censored! It is not enuf that a few million ppl know--it needs to be MOST of

us. Freedom of information is not merely amusing. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION IS LIFE OR DEATH.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

so the Snake wants to spread some more venom into the Zombie Culture to keep his Death Machine well oiled - keep the Zombies Fear

Factor well heightened - these malignant unhinged psyches that the Snake represents are intensi\ed by the known GULLIBILITY of the TV

conditioned Pavlovian recipients of the Death Message written on the phosphorescent screens that convey the media propaganda - the

Snake is so contemptuous that it has now come to the point that YOU CAN TELL THEM ANYTHING and they will swallow it "hook, line and

sinker" - the array of infectious agents are being cooked up for COMMERCIAL reasons because they affect the PUBLIC IMAGINATION

which otherwise HAS NO IMAGINATION - BRAIN DEAD minds lead to BRAIN DEAD people
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You should have seen our Prime Minister last night...whatever he promises, I tend to think he will do the opposite. How about a

lockdown just before Christmas?
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan -malignant unhinged psyches, indeed. Were you expecting reason, common sense and logic from psychopathic sociopaths?

The signs and symptoms are all there - questions/observations are pointless.   What is meant by “disinformation”?  - anything

different from our narrative  The Higher the vax rate, the higher the mortality rate - that’s the plan, folks, get over it.   Innumerable

studies exist about natural immunity: we don’t do natural anything.  British island territory plans for voluntary euthanasia: makes

our job easier, saves money. Pipblanc, not only Boris but the First Monster is also telling lies, Zexing her muscles and threatening a

Christmas lockdown. https://youtu.be/PpsVGe1FI5A  ~  childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/meryl-nass-disciplinary-action-lic..

 ~  drjessesantiano.com/german-analysis-the-higher-the-vaccination-rate-th..  ~ 

www.lifesitenews.com/news/channel-island-moves-forward-with-legalizing..

 ~ www.c19vaxreactions.com/uploads/1/3/7/7/137732232/natural_immunity_rep..
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poiesis
Joined On 10/8/2019 9:54:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

moronic inferno as a stalin-esque joke ..raving against tv + brain-deads keeps YOU hooked in tho,  doesn't it .. ?  early days yet ..

time to \ll your fully informed mind w LIGHT +    intelligence .. which isn't 'seated' in the 'brain' the s a lockout is  "racist "   .. "you afs

havent bought enough of our shonkyhonky hits, havent given us our monies worth~ lets scare you w a headache.. " sinister schtick

 ..   (what's the test ?)   :)
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.jctres.com/media/\ler_public/5b/02/5b021dc8-6d59-409c-bfa0-9be649..    Evidence for a connection between COVID-19

and exposure to radiofrequency radiation from wireless communications including 5G
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's Bill, Brother Bill, say Brother Bill's Traveling Salvation Show... Pack up the babies and grab the old ladies and everyone goes,

most everyone knows, Brother Bill's show!  Neil Diamond Little changes in the Pilgrimage on the blue orb.  Shakespear said it best.

All of life's a stage, and we are but actors in a role. Some are the villain's, crooks, and murderers. Some are the Saints, healers and

heroes.   Need more of the latter.  Got enough fools for the next generation already Stan.   Stupid is as stupid does.  Forrest

Gumpism Happy Dec 1
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AMEN!For that reason, he fears all who think for themselves and will do all in his power to force us into submission.
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Winston777
Joined On 8/18/2013 10:39:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm curious, so how would Bill Gates be so well informed as to a coming Small Pox breakout across the world BEFORE the CDC, WHO, CIA,

FBI, or other intel gathering XYZ agencies?  Could it be that Gates is actually funding the bioterrorism of Covid-19 and variants, and Small

Pox in order for him to make $Millions off pharmaceutial investments?
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BEST TO PREPARE: Mike Adams talked about this last week. He referred to the Merck incident, please look it up. Here is an earlier story

about the Georgia lab in 2011 I think: www.naturalnews.com/032641_smallpox_bioweapons.html   Anyway check out "Smallpox" on

naturalnews.com. Apparently, the White House had TPOXX delivered in September this year. To quote Dr.Mercola: "Vaccination with the

live virus vaccine, ACAM2000, will also leave you infectious until the lesion at the injection site has scabbed over and fallen off, leaving a

dime-sized scar. Care must be taken to protect the injection site from other parts of your body and other individuals." This is scary; a

shedding vaccine will make Covid-19 look like a walk in the park.

Is Omicron a Trojan Horse to further weaken our immune systems? Solutions? Studies and Remedies:

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC3302891  is a link to an in vitro study for S.Purpurea.  Available on Etsy and Ebay. Homeopathic:

Malandrinum and Variolinum remedies. Keeping a high vibration, not of FEAR but of LOVE. This ADVENT I propose that we hold in our

intention \eld, Love and Prayers for our fellow men and all creatures of creation  around the globe. At the Solstice, when the great shift

occurs,

I am going to envisage in meditation a ring of light and love around the world. It is a massively important date and holding right intention

has never been more important. Please join me. I have already posted my channelled poem INTEGRITY on this site. For those of you who

might like to see it I can attach it in another post. I'll leave it to Guillermou to come up with the technical stuff with normal brilliance! All I

can say is that this is the time that was foretold as we step fully into the SHIFT which if we hold ourselves true will bring us to a great and

golden age. Namaste and love and light be with you this ADVENT
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ICONOCLAST
Joined On 9/26/2009 5:27:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was going to ask earlier, but could not access the comments, what preventative measures are available for a

accidental/deliberate release of smallpox. Is this what Ill Bill and mal Mell were smirking about in their video? Lets hear here some

solutions from Guillermou, Forbidden Healing, Data Dragon et al. Ps The 30% death rate, is it a red herring? Don't forget

history.allnextbooks.com/.../the-poisoned-needle  It was the vaccinated that were dying from Jenners quackery. "Facts are chiels

which winna ding and downa be disputed" Robert Burns..from "A Dream"  www.bbc.co.uk/.../a_dream
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly, Iconoclast.  I could not access the comments either. As well as Burns, Shakespeare’s wisdom springs to mind. ‘Methinks

the lady doth protest too much’. (‘Hamlet’, Shakespeare, c.1601). Is Oor Wullie trying to warn us that the C-19 plandemic was only

a rehearsal and the next one will be a little more serious?  Why talk about a disease that was eradicated half a century ago and that

the threat of bio-terrorism is real?

First a gain-of-function, lab engineered inZuenza type infection known as COVID-19 was of ‘natural origin’, now  bio-terrorism will

be blamed for the next outbreak of whatever disease or MORONIC variant will be dreamed up to keep us vax-controlled. Odd how

conspirators blame conspiracy theorists for telling tales about conspiracies that turn out to be true.  Will bio-terrorism be the next

scapegoat for the real bio-terrorists to make more millions from injections against bio-terrorist attacks? About as much likelihood

as JP Sears “rigorously approved’ candy remedy has of protecting your teeth.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/jp-sears-fda-rigorous-approval-pro..
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ICONOCLAST
Joined On 9/26/2009 5:27:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cabochon. Shine on. The fat chequers will likely say that Robert Burns' poem is false information. They are ridiculous. Come on

Guillermou  et al and share your data. We prefer truth to the doctored dog turd words of Big pHARMa and their minions
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The South African doctor who \rst raised the alarm about the new variant of Covid, Omicron, has revealed that patients have

"unusual" symptoms. Dr. Angelique Coetzee, who runs a private practice in Pretoria, South Africa's administrative capital, said she

\rst noticed earlier this month that Covid patients exhibited a number of strange symptoms. The physician, who has been in

practice for more than 30 years and chairs the South African Medical Association, said none of Omicron's patients suffered a loss

of taste or smell typically associated with Covid, but instead exhibited unusual markers such as severe fatigue and a high pulse

rate. "His symptoms from hers were so different and so mild from what she had treated before," Dr. Coetzee told The Telegraph.

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10251019/South-African-doctor-says-Om..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In this article a botanical-historical review of some of the most devastating pandemics that humanity has faced, with a focus on

the therapeutic uses of plants. Several professionals related to the United States Army, as well as the prestigious botanist Charles

F. Millspaughm describe the use of poultices and infusions of indigenous medical Zora based on the plant Sarracenia purpurea

(family Sarraceniaceae) to be effective in the treatment of smallpox, in a probable case of medical appropriation of indigenous

therapeutic knowledge.

Also called a purple pitcher plant, it belongs to a genus of carnivorous species that use modi\ed pitcher-shaped leaves to trap

insects. Possibly the spotted appearance of the plant. The authors demonstrated that the plant extract was not only active against

smallpox, but also against other poxviruses, papovirus SV-40, and various herpes viruses, including papillomavirus and

Epstein-Barr virus-associated carcinomas, generally by inhibit virus replication at the early transcription level

www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpls.2020.571042/full?fbclid  (2020)
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have all been hoodwinked.. by the rhetoric that these JABS are about 'Health', for instance on naturalnews.com  Dr. Chetty explained

that the dying process provoked by the injections was designed in such a way as to be untraceable. People will start to get sick from this

or that, and the symptoms will be so wide ranging that it will be dibcult to de\nitively peg them on the shots. “The deaths that are meant

to follow the vaccinations will never be able to be pinned on the poison,” he said. “They will be too diverse, there will be too many, and

they will be in too broad a timeframe for us to understand that we have been poisoned.” What do you think... is there a deliberate depop

going on  here???
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Trevor2522
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:31:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Georgia guidestones -- 500,000,000 world population only.   built 1980 but had to await modern tech kill-shots.   fortunately the

internet explained everything.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And another thing, GPs in the UK are being paid to give people the booster jab. Being paid for doing their job that they are already well

recompensed for.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Pipblanc the doctors giving these jabs in the UK are making a fortune, and advising that the best thing is to get vaccinated. I'm

fed up with the bombardment of NHS adverts on the TV stating "get vaccinated".  I never watch the news channels, but even

watching a \lm or drama it gets interupted with pushing these jabs. I'm 75 and everyone I know around my age has had two jabs

plus their booster and Zu. So far they all seen to be \ne, which I'm glad for them as I wouldn't wish them any harm but I do wonder

what winter will bring.
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Way back when smallpox was endemic, there might well have been a 30% fatality rate. Diseases in general were way more deadly then.

But fear is very much our enemy here, contributing to "mass formation" like happened in Nazi Germany and various Communist countries,

resulting in one enemy after another singled out for genocide, and millions dead. We MUST reassure people and we MUST state over and

over again that CENSORSHIP is the most dangerous enemy. With Vitamins C and D, ivermectin, hydroxychloroquine, NAC, alpha-lipoic

acid, Chlorine Dioxide , Pine needle tea, plus ???, we will be able to reduce smallpox deaths to 5%--maybe less than 1%. But we must be

able to tell people--all the people, not a few million. This looks like a Cabal/Deep State ploy to get more vaccines out. These will NOT be

the relatively safe jabs of the 1950s and 1960's, but new clot shots. Freedom of information is more than amusing. FREEDOM OF

INFORMATION IS LIFE AND DEATH.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As long as Gates owns stock in Pharmaceutical companies, he should shut the h*** up and stop giving advice on vaccinations.  There

should also be an investigation when anyone with ties to the Pharmaceutical Industry starts making accurate predictions about

upcoming pandemics.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Concerning cell phones  1. They track you  2. They whack you  3. They stack you
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jan5574
Joined On 7/13/2020 6:34:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The fatality rate for smallpox among native Americans ranged from 50% to 100%, with an overall population fatality rate over a couple of

centuries of 90% (the amount by which the total population decreased).   The 30% estimate was for settlers of European extraction, where

smallpox had been endemic for hundreds of years.  They had some immunity.  In areas of North America where settlers were very rural,

and had little contact with urban areas, the fatality rate was much higher than in the cities.  

Read Pox Americana for more historical details.   So for those under the age of 50, who never received smallpox vaccination as children,

the death rate may be much higher than 30%.   For help with herbal antivirals that limit viral replication, see Buhner's Herbal Antivirals.  He

mentions that elderberry (and other elder based preparations) and licorice (the herb, not the candy) are both speci\c for pox viruses.  He

also discusses Sarracenia purpuea, which does work (for the research article, see plosone.org, March 2012, Vol. 7, Issue 3, e32610).
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1. Does anyone have evidence that any of the "quasi-corporate philanthropic" Gates Foundation's vaccination programs in Africa and India

created anything more than giant health consequences including sterility and deaths for the subjected populations?    

2. As long as Bill Gates is controlling the mainstream media with hush money, WHO, GAVI, CEPI, has deals with the DARPA and who

knows what over 20 years working with Dr. Fauci, nothing is gonna change.

  3. This includes the FEAR, medical tyranny, crazy-dangerous re-purposed drug solutions proposed and implemented (all illegal) is the

50-year repeat performance many Americans have been subjected to by Dr Fauci. And the giant sucking sound made by Big Pharma,

vacuuming up federal dollars at an alarming rate. Depopulation and GREED - this is their end game!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Rose, vaccine trials were conducted on thousands of girls ages 9-15. Many of the girls became ill and at least 7 died, and the

lawsuit alleges that in most of these cases, the girls and their parents did not even know what type of vaccine trial they were

participating in. Most of the girls were students, and research showed that up to 120 girls who participated in the HPV vaccine

trials “experienced adverse reactions such as seizures, severe stomach pain, headaches, and mood swings. Sama's report also

said that there were cases of early onset of menstruation after vaccination, heavy bleeding and severe menstrual cramps among

many students. " healthimpactnews.com/2014/bill-melinda-gates-foundation-vaccine-empire..  

Now another reality that will have tragic consequences. According to the innocuous release posted on the Open Societies website:

NEW YORK/LONDON—A group of philanthropic funds and investors led by the Soros Economic Development Fund (SEDF), with

support from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, is today announcing the launch of Global Access Health (GAH), a social

enterprise that will seek to expand access to affordable state-of-the-art medical technology through decentralized research,

development, and manufacturing in and for the Global South.

noqreport.com/2021/07/19/evil-united-george-soros-and-bill-gates-just-..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci and Gates are the same species. ‘GUINEA PIG KIDS’: FAUCI’S LEGACY OF CRUEL EXPERIMENTS ON KIDS Recent revelations

about Dr. Anthony Fauci shed new light on a 2004 BBC documentary, “Guinea Pig Kids.” The \lm exposed the cruel experiments —

approved by Fauci and funded by U.S. taxpayers — on poor minority children as part of Fauci’s search for a cure for AIDS

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/guinea-pig-kids-aids-fauci-experim..  (11/15/21)
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Thanks Gui, Will get to this.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The next big thing to think about is   1. Why did Gates warn about this?   2. Why work in 2019 on vaccines for a virus that was supposed to

be eradicated in 1979   3. What was going on in 2001?   4. Is Covid/Omicron/Fear merely a Trojan Horse to wreak more damage upon a

tired and dispirited world? As many of you know, I outlined a book called FEAR in 2003 which predicated to a large extent exactly what is

going on in the world right now. I pointed the \nger at a shadowy conspiracy, Big Pharma and a pandemic not only of disease but FEAR. I

worked as analyst at JP Morgan in the late 80s and one of the industries that I examined in detail was the pharmaceuticals. Let's say I

was not impressed with AZT. But we can stand \rm in our convictions that there is and we can build a kinder and more loving world again.

Namaste.
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If Gates is warning about something, he is behind it.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Bingo!!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Part of me thinks it's designed to come out to hide the death toll from the global vax program
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is video footage of Bill Gates predicting outbreaks. Sick man.  Smart you, Pipblanc for outlining the FEAR epidemic.

Emotions drive action, and this is the base of government strategy. Can't we see that? That is where to dismantle the fear, we have

to identify and rebut beliefs in peoples' heads. And video footage will break through.  To build a loving world, we must remain

loving and soul-nourished ourselves. Daily soul food is key.  God bless.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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For what it's worth, I'm already vaccinated for smallpox. I have the mark to prove it. I'm sure they will MANDATE everyone to get it again

anyway. If it happens, I won't be concerned either way. Unlike the mRNA vaccine for Sars-Cov-2, the smallpox vaccine is an attenuated

virus (old school) that is relatively harmless to 99.999% of people.  I won't put up much of a fuss if it is mandated. I wish I could say the

same for these mRNA based Covid-19 based vaccines. Unfortunately, Covid-19 isn't the only mRNA based vaccine they plan to force on

us. They have an RSV vaccine in the works as we speak because. Here's a PubMed/NIH publication for this vaccine:

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32128257  

LOOK AT THE DATE!! It was published on Feb 2020!!! Dr. Ardis pointed out that Fauci announced sometime in the Summer of 2020 that

they predict a NEW respiratory illness that will be here in the FALL of 2021 and they were working on a vaccine for it well over a year prior.

If they published this in Feb 2020 you can bet they were doing the research on this at least a year prior! Then the CDC comes out in June

2021 and backs that statement up: www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/cdc-just-issued-health-warning-about-..  . I had to use an MSN

publication of the original CDC statement because that memo the CDC put out no longer exist. GO FIGURE! RSV is a early childhood

illness that causes bronchitis in most cases and is caused by the Respiratory-Syncytial-Virus. It's a one and done virus that you never get

sick from again. The only reason we need a vaccine for it today is the Covid-19 Vaccines that shut down Killer T-cells TLR3, 7, & 8. So

anyone that got the covid-19 jab needs to be prepared for a "Long Dark Winter" as Brandon would say.
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I have a feeling that these smallpox vaccines have more to do with the now dysfunctional immune systems caused by the mRNA

jabs than an actual smallpox threat. If you never got the Covid-Jab and you are already vaccinated for smallpox, you have nothing

to worry about.
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Or these new smallpox shots are equally dangerous...were these ever safety tested? Or was safety assumed?
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Real, I think it's a duplicate of the old vaccine.
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Winston777
Joined On 8/18/2013 10:39:38 PM
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Clearly the spread of viruses, disease, plague, et al is the reason why the leftist globalists keep our southern border wide open as a

Zoodgate to hell.  Those behind it will surely be judged by God... ultimately or now... so keep your eyes \xed upon the soon coming

of the Lord to destroy the evil ones.
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I was about to post the same thing as Rose.  These days in the world of """WE CAN DO WHATEVER WE WANT AND GET AWAY

WITH IT""" no one but the developers know what will be inserted into them.  They are going to accomplish their determination to

control our minds and lives in whatever way they can --- come hell or high water.  I will never trust any of them!
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Esther M. Cook
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If smallpox is released, and deaths follow, there will be vaccines and people will think as you do that THESE are safe, we know that.

But the Cabal is EVIL, not stupid. These will be NEW jabs, not as safe as the jabs of six decades ago. They could be as dangerous

as the COVID shots. The only protection will be sites like this one that search for truth. We WILL have real answers and quickly. But

we MUST be able to share this information and we must reach MOST people. Freedom of information is not merely amusing.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION IS LIFE AND DEATH.
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Esther, I believe that as people suffer side effects and even die from the vaccines, they are going to wake up. Watch and see. I think

BigPharma right now, may be having its last hurrah, or at minimum suffering a deep notch in its credibility. It's only  a matter of

time, but it is absolutely bound to happen.
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Winston777, we'll need Christ to descend to restore anything. The whole of creation will be smashed to pieces of crazy Billy has his

way. But especially humanity.
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Esther, I was vaccinated against smallpox in 1966. It's an attenuated (weakened/non-infectious) version of the virus. It's not like

today's mRNA gene altering vaccines. Just go to VAERS and see the deaths due to vaccines. Thirty years of VAERS data with

attenuated virus-vaccines vs 11 months of mRNA vaccines. More people have died from mRNA based vaccines in the last 11

months than all of the other vaccines for the past 30 years combined. Those were real vaccines. You get jabbed and you don't get

infected or spread the disease. I can't speak for the Zu vaccine. It's a total failure just like the coronavirus vaccine.
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interesting read. History indeed, repeats itself. How The 'Pox' Epidemic Changed Vaccination Rules (April 5, 2011)

www.npr.org/2011/04/05/135121451/how-the-pox-epidemic-changed-vaccinat..  "The vaccination raid was not an isolated incident. As

the smallpox epidemic swept across the country, New York and Boston policemen conducted several raids and health obcials across the

country ordered mandatory vaccinations in schools, factories and on railroads. "Many people were forced to receive the vaccine — most

of the time against their will. There was one episode in Middlesboro, Ky., where the police and a group of vaccinators went into this

African-American section of town, rounded up people outside this home, handcuffed the men and women and vaccinated them at

gunpoint, People infected with small pox would also be quarantined against their will in large isolation hospitals called pest houses.

People would literally dragged there against their will,"
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This vaccination raid happened in 1901.  The article mentioned the current relationship between vaccines and autism.  It also said

(according to CDC) about 40% of parents are refusing one or more vaccines for their children.  Some tidbits of interesting stuff.

 But I still would not recommend NPR as a reliable news source.  They, like other MSM, have been bought by wealthy foundations

and the deep state megalomaniacs.
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Hi all,  lets look at 1918 - Spanish Zu,   .. again..... How many people died.????They say between 20 -50 million people died.  All of

the deaths were in people JAB!!  Do you want to join them???  by having this JAB???
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So, in late 2019, Bill Gates spearheaded a global meeting for pandemic readiness, and a couple of months later, we had the coronavirus

leak. Then, in less than a year, we had "vaccines," which ordinarily take years to develop. In early November this year, Bill Gates

spearheaded a meeting about a smallpox epidemic. The CDC is ready with vaccines. Are we so sure the coronavirus leak was accidental?
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The vaccine development started in 2019. Go \gure.
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Evidence exists the NIAID and Moderna started working on mRNA (shots?) sometime in 2015...these are co-owners of the

technology. It could be they converted from cancer treatments to shots in 2017. This was planned well in advance, about the same

time Dr Fauci predicted a pandemic would occur under the new Trump administration (how did he know in advance?) P\zer had a

mRNA shot for dogs in the mid-1990s. Usually nothing is "new", may be repurposed.
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Fake "Omicron variant" interestingly arrives just as the WHO is meeting (Nov 29 - Dec 1) to get the Pending International Treaty signed

that is about to further empower the WHO: principia-scienti\c.com/pending-international-treaty-empowering-the-w..   The WHO already

controls it's member countries health directives for reported "health concerns" since 1994. This new Treaty will be the \nal nail in the

cobn "legally" to keep the entire planet in a global lock down and have total control & full authority over any alleged health concern.

The UN already has authority & control of all police in member countries under the same pretenses. Your local sheriff in the USA is your

greatest ally (as long as they aren't corrupted/compromised) & is the only law enforcement group that swears an oath to the Constitution.

Be prepared for mass totalitarianism, lock downs, theft, & murder, if, We, the People don't stop this. NO RIGHTS, NO FREEDOM, NO

LIBERTY, NO PRIVACY, NO FAMILY, NO OWNERSHIP OF ANYTHING! ONLY WE, THE PEOPLE CAN STOP THIS!
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Winston777
Joined On 8/18/2013 10:39:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The FEAR being pushed by the XYZ health authorities, with the help of politicians, leftist news media, most medical professionals,

etc. is to continue creating an intensity of disruption of services worldwide.  So why you may ask, well, it's likely because FEAR

drives humans (most) into a reactionary frenzy to OBEY authority.  When persons with a discerning mindset always question and

pushback because the knot in our stomach tells us "STOP.... it's another false Zag".  Surely, all this hyper fear, hyper economic

downturn, rumors of war, earthquakes in diverse places, plagues, etc., et al, is well planned by the elite globalists to depopulate

nations before the Anti-Christ arrives on the scene to create the coming One World Government/Economy/Religion.  So, don't bury

your head in the sand.... be alert to what's occurring.
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Winston - no head buried in the sand here. Being alert to what is going on is the \rst necessary big step. Once people get to this

point, leads to another series of choices. The antichrist isn't coming...it's here....always has been....always will be. Everyone that is

leading, participating, or acquiescing to tyranny, at various levels, is the antichrist. The antichrist can only get away with what We,

the People let them.
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Well said Harvelicious!
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One of the mistakes I’ve noticed is that we separate the media from government and shadow forces; media is their mouth piece, media is

no longer a separate entity.
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Indeed, the news media is now weaponized by the government, just as the xyz intel and policing agencies ... even medical

professionals are now weaponized against the masses.
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Legacy media.
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So true
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Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Small Pox vaccine is cheap, effective, and it would be easy to manufacture it again.  A lot of people still living have already been

vaccinated against it and are still immune.  There's no money in it. Covid vaccines are MUCH more lucrative.   In fact, a Small Pox

outbreak would most likely lose the elites a lot of money.  Dead people can't buy things.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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That is why there is a now "new & improved" Small Pox vaccine, because there little money to be made from the old vaccine.  And

you know the government would require everyone to receive the new vaccine, even if they have already received the older vaccine.

And a Small Pox pandemic would be taken a whole lot more seriously than the Covid one.
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I can see a cheap effective small pox vaccine as just another way to continue the injections of deadly toxins as with the current

Covid jab. Gates and his gun slingers need to catch the current unvaxxed.  We are a dangerous control group showing that we have

healthy immune systems and don't need their deadly jab.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Society today, is all about "vaccines" (they're even building new mRNA production facilities in many countries), technology (A.I.); and of

course - MOUNTAINS OF MONEY! Humanity simply doesn't matter anymore. As far as biolabs go; fraudski and billy boy probably have

their own SECRET lab. This GREED and sheer EVIL, will bring this society to its knees! Due to the cost of living; especially food and rent, I

can guarantee you that there will be thousands more people forced to live on the street, as they can't afford the rent. Think about it; I

receive around $1,500 per month from the government and when I look through rental listings, there's hardly anything for under $1,000!

It's not as if I didn't see this day coming!

Ask yourself this simple question (most on this site, already know the answer): Why would are governments, all of a sudden, begin

spending billions of dollars on "Future Pandemics". Actually; that should read; "Invest in future pandemics". The usual suspects have

huge investments in this deadly game they're playing. BTW: They don't really need a "deadly" pathogen to get what they want. All they

need, is the fear of the unseen attacker. It's worked for them extremely well with covid - hasn't it!
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM
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UBI check will be exactly the amt. to prevent the Peoples revolution, around 32K.  The sale price of your Liberty paid to the

surviving population.  Why are they Killing us?  Answers your question. worldyturnings.blog/blog
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Joined On 12/20/2010 12:20:23 AM
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I agree about the private bio labs labs… would cost a drop in the bucket for Gates, and they could easily serial passage a virus with

“humanized” mice to create mutations that could be released to keep fear levels up. Easy Peasy if you have the right resources.
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Lionel; thanks for the link.
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Lionel, very good article, full of relevant information.  But it is way too long.  Try editing it down.  Towards the end your paragraph

titled, "What To Do",  could be the lead in a smaller version of your article.  Just my thoughts.
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Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM
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Yeap, the world has forgotten about MERCK, the number ONE pharmaceutical crime cartel.  P\zer, Moderna, J&J, astra...etc = all these

american drug cartels MERCK's slave puppets.  Bill Gates is playing games. He is like a double agent, just leaking to the media his plans

in the forms of "warnings". The answer to smallpox and other viral crap is easy: Colloidal Silver stops it and kills it. NO need to fear. Just

be prepared.
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The "warnings" are designed to generate fear.
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Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/1/2021 4:13:36 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gate's warnings are an "I told you so". Like you said, PREPARE! I'm intrigued with colloidal silver. I've read about it for years and

have never tried it.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.chemistryworld.com/news/rediscovered-native-american-remedy-kills-..  There is a lot of talk on this site about Smallpox.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/1/2021 12:15:18 AM
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ICONOCLAST
Joined On 9/26/2009 5:27:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That looks like what we called cuckoo pint. Poisonous as water ie the dose. I remember lying down on a hot summer day  as an 8

or 10 year old picking a leaf thinking it was soorix, sheeps sorrel, Rumex acetosa..... yuk yuk yuk bitter bite spit spit shite. Thought

I would die but of course the world is misled regarding herbalism thanks to two good for nothing men called Rockefeller and

Carnegie and minion men like the Flexners who got their thirty dirty shilling silver shekels paving the way for more doctored dog

turd words under the  misnomer of science. The yellow *** road paved with Iron pyrites ..fools gold.  A cowards salary.
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

pipblanc, your chemistryworld article is talking about an extract from the plant. I just clipped it. Do you know which part of the

pitcher plant may be involved? Usually these plants are only seen in greenhouses for display where I am...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/1/2021 5:58:18 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

core.ac.uk/.../219541737.pdf

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/1/2021 6:52:10 AM
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datadragon
Joined On 6/14/2015 6:50:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They point only to the herb Sarracenia purpurea www.etsy.com/listing/1112818096/sarracenia-purpurea-purple-pitcher-pla..   and

claim it inhibits the mRNA synthesis - "Arizona State University in Tempe, US, and colleagues have conducted in vitro (test tube)

experiments with the herbal extract and found it inhibits replication of the variola virus, the causative agent behind smallpox." but

Echinacea, Astragalus, Coriolus, and Glycyrrhiza did not work. journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0032610

 

A commenter added: "for smallpox treatment the protocol seems to be 4-8 doses/24 hours for 48 hours and that's it. Some say a

dose every 4 hours for 48 hours, others one dose every 6 hours also for 48 hours. From what I researched it works right away, from

the \rst dose, for treatment. It doesn't seem to do anything for prevention." Probably that info is from this:

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0140673602571476   and

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0140673602595842  

Also monkeypox cases have already happened this year. Monkeypox is in the same family of viruses as the smallpox virus, variola.

However, it is considered to be a milder disease than smallpox albeit with similar symptoms. There is some research on that which

could be looked over more in depth should the cases increase, here is just some general info

www.newsweek.com/what-monkeypox-how-spread-deadly-us-case-maryland-sma..

 ~ www.cleveland.com/news/2021/07/rare-monkeypox-virus-now-in-us-more-tha..

 ~ www.news-medical.net/health/Monkeypox-Symptoms-and-Treatment.aspx  Bill Gates warnings:

www.bitchute.com/.../eFLQu0bcuCwY  2:45 www.rollingstone.com/tv/tv-news/bill-gates-covid-19-late-show-989380/
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Datadragon, I clipped this from your rollingstone link: ..."The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundations’ Therapeutics Accelerator program

has been working hard on \nding a vaccine for COVID-19, with musicians like Madonna donating $1 million to research efforts.

Gates told Colbert that his foundation is currently at work on 7 vaccines and that, overall, more than 100 vaccines are being tested.

“There’s almost too many in a way,” he said.

In a 2015 TED Talk, Gates practically predicted the COVID-19 outbreak. Earlier this month, he stopped by The Daily Show to reZect

on his Nostradamus moment: “One thing I feel good about is — this is such a big change to the world — that this time it won’t be

like Ebola, which was just there in West Africa or Central Africa,” he said. “This time, the tens of billions [of dollars] to have the

diagnostics standing by, the manufacturing standing by, this time we will get ready for the next epidemic.”... My notes - Looking

back to 2015 when this interview took place - Ebola outbreak was a lab leak!!  All manufactured leaks or contamination to make

Billy boy more 20:1 returns on his investments for 7 new shots, along with his Pharma partners. Nostradamus moment indeed!

Scariest I have read to date!! GREEDIER AND GREEDIEST.
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datadragon
Joined On 6/14/2015 6:50:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Rose, Bill Gates also has stated on video that he will make a fortune from his investments in arti\cial meat companies

www.youtube.com/watch   and now is promoting widespread consumption of fake meat as part of the push for net zero and the

great reset. What is the zero-carbon future we are heading toward? What does it look like? No airports. No shipping. No animals. A

Perfect surveillance state www.iceagefarmer.com/2021/04/06/absolute-slavery-zero-carbon-agenda-de..

 ~ www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/white-house-unveils-us-long-term-strate..

 ~ www.activistpost.com/2021/11/how-green-\nance-is-monopolizing-the-pla..
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is now clear that "Covid", if it really exists, has broken the American spirit in the way that George III, the Civil War, Kaiser Wilhelm, Hitler

and Tojo, Lenin and Stalin and bin Laden could not do. We have been transformed into a weak and increasingly dependent nation of

snitches and snivelers, and the First American Republic is very close to death. There is still some resistance, however, both here and in

the rest of the world. The release of smallpox, which has been preserved by aspiring globalists and communists for just this purpose,

would \nish the job. This is the fantasy of Hugo Drax in the James Bond \lms, now being carried on by Gates and Schwab and Soros: this

will wipe us out and a real Great Reset will build a slave world anew.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Anyone read this from Brighteon?  This was a WOW for me... Those who took the covid jabs have been turned into vaccine-induced "AIDS"

patients with collapsing immunity against everything. And that makes them highly vulnerable to a deliberate release of a moderate Zu

strain that would normally kill only the frail and elderly. Why did globalists choose this route? Because they didn't want to "nuke" the

planet with a truly vicious pathogen that would threaten their own children in the long run.

They want to keep the really dangerous pathogens in the freezer while \guring out how to kill people with mild pathogens. Only by

convincing the gullible masses to line up for mRNA spike protein injections could they pull this off. So - again with the question, who is

testing the vials and who is getting just the saline?  If there are, say, 5 different types of vaccines, it will be a giant card game in who falls

when and from what... As Dr. Wake\eld said on the panel back in 1998, "I think we need more research."  Boy ain't that the truth?
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Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM
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I woke up wondering if IODINE might be useful for Smallpox and found these links, there are more. They date from 1846, 1912, 2007 and

there is a more recent one I think from 2012 as well. Iodine has been used by the military to reduce the shedding risk after Smallpox

vaccination. If it does that, what else can it do, especially orally in safe doses? www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC2323604

 ~ www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC3302891  ~ www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5168213/pdf/indmedgaz71628-0016a...

 ~ www.nejm.org/.../NEJM184608120350207
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM
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Why has Dr. Fauci never appeared in his uniform? Oh, that’s why! Posted on November 15, 2020 by State of the Nation

https://stateofthenation.co    add: 'forward slash' 'question mark' 'p' '=' '36784'
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Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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A warning from South Africa: www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-30-doctor-covid-vaccines-designed-reduce-w..  If this is humanity, I must

be alien. -gh\i
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello, I'd like you all to listen to this Korri (Australian Aboringal) like myself.  Please listen to Max Igan because he is not wrong... thank

you  www.bitchute.com/.../R0Xk1a2oFg0d  .  I am a native Australian.
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Joined On 7/21/2009 7:04:27 AM
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Maybe the Walking Dead was ahead of its time.
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Joined On 11/26/2016 6:41:50 PM
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"Homeopathic Prophylaxis for Smallpox. The homeopathic nosodes Variolinum, made from a smallpox pustule, and Malandrinum,

derived from “grease” or “farcy,” a similar disease of horses, have both proved highly protective against smallpox epidemics in the past.

For example, Fellger reported giving Variolinum to several hundred people, none of whom were ever attacked with smallpox. The

collective experience of generations of homeopaths in the pre-vaccine era provides ample documentation that smallpox can be

effectively prevented or mitigated if either of these remedies is given at the time of exposure or early in the 7-17 day incubation period."

 www.littlemountainhomeopathy.com/homeopathy-for-smallpox
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Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM
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https://youtu.be/91Ib5NjSZ-o  By Glenn Beck.  Lengthy, but the best compilation I've seen to date.
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Yes, this is a good overview, except his data is a bit Zawed. Dr Fauci is the head of the NIAID, Francis Collins (stepped down) and

WAS the head of NIH. And there's a few more confused details. Other than that, its on target. Thanks!
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Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM
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First, if you have Smallpox vaccine, it is said to last a lifetime.  I really have no ambition to \nd out if this is true.   Second, this is the worst

video I've seen about the aftermath of Covid 19 and I have no reason to feel that it is false and I'd be interested to hear your opinion of

this.  The man speaking in the video was killed.  It appears that the woman who speaks at the end and looks pregnant, is his partner.  This

is about Austria. LEADING DOCTOR CHEMIST, (DR. ANDREAS NOACK), KILLED AFTER EXPOSING WHAT IT IN THE "VAX"

new.awakeningchannel.com/nano-razors-in-the-vax-a-means-to-kill/
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Thanks Retsbew for that link!
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11sweetie11
Joined On 12/20/2017 1:43:18 PM
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once the smallpox vaccine is produced in sizable amounts the virus will be released.
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probably!
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Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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people, you need to listen to this guy.....www.bitchute.com/.../R0Xk1a2oFg0d    and share widely.  Thanks.
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Joined On 8/18/2013 10:39:38 PM
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So, today's daily informative email newsletter from Dr. Joseph Mercola, MD, sends an alert that a cancer causing ingredient, NDMA, in

blood pressure medicines (Losarten and other similar meds, and Metformin) is found in pharma manufacturing in China and India.

 However, I have not received even a cautionary notice from my Pharmacist (Walgreen's) or my primary care Physician.  So, what's up with

that?
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www.bitchute.com/.../Qu1qDc0TRdLN  ~ odysee.com/@ziffel:6/Dr.-Andreas-Noak---Graphene-Razor-Blades-in-Covid..   Killed by the

Rothschilds' goons in front of his 8-months-pregnant wife -- her testimony at the end.   This now explains how 'Ebola' cut up the internal

organs of Africans -- they were the victims of early vaccine trials of the graphene-hydroxide razor-blades. 'Smallpox', like all alleged

'viruses', is a myth.   Don't worry about it.   Just avoid needles!
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It will be the next outbreak because these MONSTERS will stop at nothing.....Bill Gates, along with Fauci, Collins, Baric, Dazek and a host

of other collaborators need to be arrested and tried militarily.....NOW!
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oldbiker562
Joined On 6/14/2021 12:17:07 PM
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I am waiting for the red nose reindeer variant this December lol
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Well well well,  maybe the news is spreading (the Deagel forecast for 2025), can anyone say 'depopulation'??

 www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-30-doctor-covid-vaccines-designed-reduce-w..
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Hey, just want to throw this out there,.....having worked in the chemical and pharmaceutical industry for almost three decades, I’d love to

know the logistics of this clotshot manufacture. For if all the clotshot manufacturers combined were able to make this at a rate of one

dose per second it would take almost 32 years to make billion doses.  Where is it all coming from??   Some people are onto their fourth

dose LOL!!   They want to jab the population of the world several times, yet, where are all the new manufacturing facilities? Where is the

mass staff recruitment? It would take a minimum of six months  to train a technician in the very basics of vessel competency, yet here we

are, an unlimited supply of this treatment!  It’s almost like….it’s been stockpiled years in advance….??? !!!!! ? Hmmm. Just thinking.
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Of course Bill Gates knows exactly what is ahead. He plans all these disasters. He has been behind so many bad things happening over

the years. I used to think Soros was the worst - it is actually the trio of Soros, Gates and Fauci (works for Gates).
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Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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The Satanic Trinity
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mercmon
Joined On 11/15/2021 5:11:41 PM
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Coronavirus is proof "gain of function' was achieved and  really works. The virus could possibly mutate forever? Thank you fauci
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Meantime...all the government obcials have their 'Citizens' also known as victims 'under control' with quarantines or 'lockdowns' or some

other scare tactic while 5G towers and 5G mini units are going up getting every city and town wired to be FRIED....   5G is a "Clean

Kill"...meaning no bombs no bullets..no landmines or tanks..you will just be quietly fried alive....... millions will be cooked with sleeping  or

while reading a book or  the most popular 'watchin TV"....lol....but you will be  virtually cooked alive....

So since its a 'Clean War"  everything will be still operational...no bombs' debris or radioactive nuclear mess.....just billions of rotting

bodies ........so out pop the underground military , that were housed in underground bunkers, to clean up the mess of stinking rotting

bodies or anyone that maybe still alive....well.a  few might survive....so they will either join the cleanup of just be another 'body'to dispose

of...... Write a book................naw  Im watching it all unfold before my eyes..... Man, I can almost smell the stench of  rotting

bodies.....EWWWWW
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Mrrobb,  my father worked on this technology years ago.  THEY have known the bad effects of WiFi since 1969.  All wi\ or

EMF....ALL is a weapon. Be it 1G, 2G...up to 6G. It is a weapon that will kill!
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Thank you Leahoz.....you are 100% correct..... I am an old man 76  and have been messing around the radio bands for

decades..from ELF long waves  to VHF  n UHF....and i know  the danger from EMF and the RF Poisoning ....but Im just a crazy old

man...a Troglodyte.....and I do live in a cave on MyMountain....... :) And today is just another tenebri\c day.........
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Mrrobb,  when they rolled out 3G I begun to have symptoms of EMF radiation, but it wasn't until the 4G rollout that these symptoms

began to be somewhat serious...what am I talking about, vertigo,  noises in my head, anxiety. Doesn't sound like much, but it

affects my driving, standing on a ladder, interaction with people who wear their smart phone turned on. You know, we could change

all of  this, in a heart beat, by TOSSING out (literally) our cell phones.
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yeah  Leahoz.....when they lite-off 3G it killed off  lots of insects,,,and bees........and spiders and since insects are food for birds

and turtles and snakes and lizards and more, so the bid population is down 98% worldwide...and when the lite off 4G.that .cleaned

out the bird populations and most the insect sand bees and monarch orange butterZy is nearly extinct along with many

others....and 6G  when fully powered u...and they won't full power that until ist completed worldwide......and when that is pumped

up to max.....is when people drop dead.......animals die.....cattle die...your pets will die and so will you.... We have been World War 3

for over a decade....and this is a 'Clean War'.no bombs  no bullets.....no mass destruction.no tanks  no missiles  ......

just 5G also known as Directed energy weapons by the Department of Defence...look its up....this is from the 1970s...

principia-scienti\c.com/media-admits-5g-energy-weapons-use-against-ci..  ~

www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/2530494/dod-obcial..   DOD Obcials Discuss Quantum Science, 5G and

Directed Energy crsreports.congress.gov/.../R46564       Military use of 5G as directed Energy weapons...Overview of Department

of Defense Use of  the Electromagnetic Spectrum  Updated August 10, 2021 must read... crsreports.congress.gov/.../R46564  
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My thoughts of John Hopkins has gone downhill fast.  Gates and Fauci are funding viral attacks and even warning us ahead.  They have
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My thoughts of John Hopkins has gone downhill fast.  Gates and Fauci are funding viral attacks and even warning us ahead.  They have

the facts as they are actively making it happen.  So fear is on the menu again. They worship the idols of money and power and think

genocide is nothing.  This is a crime larger than Hitler. Stop their funding.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And the BIG LIE Strikes again.....LOL.......and BILLIONS Bought the entire line of bullsh!t !!!!! took the bait...... Hook Line and

sinker........lol...... Now come the nasty part....5G is gonna cull earth..there is no doubt about what I been talking about,,,5G will be the

FINAL tool to wipe earth clean from all the "worthless feeders'...........meaning everyone except the royalty and pope and a few other

pedophilia active perverts....
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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We have been renovating our house after a \re and have been amazed how wi\ has been incorporated into just about everything,

from dishwashers to garage door openers to door bells.  The electrician didn't put in wiring to hard wire the door bell because most

people use wireless door bells now.  I informed him that we weren't most people and that I wanted our door bell hardwired.
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Jackaroni.....well..I live in a 1950 type of world....no cell phone...no dishwasher...no new appliances....etc etc....no tv..but I do live in

a cave on MyMountain.....only cave with a hard wired computer...
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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Mrrobb, this has been well played. Since 1969, this technology  is about MURDERING us.  BAD, BAD. BAD

www.bitchute.com/.../IszzcH0Bkn0E  This is a massive cull of people.  It is harvest time,.
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Jackaroni ~  Or Anyone else ~ I hope you might get back to see my question.  We've had ADT security for 20+ yrs.  About 3 yrs. ago

I had the guy come and install two more Motion Detectors, and he put in a new one in the upstairs hallway. I can't remember why.

 Everything's been \ne until a few months ago when I started receiving notices by mail that I needed to have my system updated,

as if anything happened, I wouldn't have the power to get help.

They told me I had until 2022 but I was receiving these cards at least once & twice a wk. and upset at running out to the mailbox to

only \nd one of those in the box...especially in winter.  Then, the cards said they'd tried to reach me by phone (which I don't recall)

and notices by mail but no response from me.  I DID call several times telling them I needed to think about this and had until 2022.

 I was told they'd take me off the list, but didn't.

I FINALLY asked just why I needed this because I do NOT have a wireless system, nor do I own an IPhone (or whatever the latest

cell is called) so they couldn't reach me by that anyway.  I use a Landline. Then I was told when the guy hooked up my new

monitors and upgraded the old one, that it did update my system and it was absolutely necessary for me to have them come to do

the upgrade.  I was still obstinate, complaining about the cards and was told the only way they would remove me from the

warnings was to make an appt.  I \nally gave in in order to stop them and made an appt. for sometime in Jan. hoping I can cancel

it.

I have no one to ask, and am SO upset over this because if I'd known, I would have not ordered the extra monitors.  Is there

anything I can do, or if I refuse, what will happen since I can't be reached by a cell phone.  I have one, but it's a simple TracFone that

I only use when going out. Otherwise, it's wrapped in foil.  Yes, I'm paranoid I guess. :-]  Thanks for any suggestions.
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HealthiestChoices I have no idea about your dealing with ADT.. But if you're in states...I would get the best protection.a dog....and a

shotgun....and a  loud whistle...and learn how to shoot,,, If a shotgun is too big to handle, a nice 22 pistol is nice....an automatic

and loaded  bedside and another one that easy to reach...besides  can ADT see you walking around in your own home?? seems

kinda intrusive to me... Solid locks on door and all windows is good...if someone is gonna break in thye need to smash or breaking

something making noise  ...waking up the dog..walking you up. Here in My Cave...ifn ya come calling without being invited...you

are in deep doodoo...and its a really nasty \rst step ...>>>>>>>>> down to the rocks below.......and remember it's not the fall that

kills ya.....its that sudden stop  :)
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM
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Hi, mrrobb~  Thanks for the response with excellent suggestions.  I do know and understand all you've suggested.  I am in the

states - beautiful area in the northeast.  I have a nephew out in WA State who is pretty much protected with all you mentioned, and

still buying more artillery and ammo. He also has a group of like-minded guys, ready to protect themselves. He tells me I should

move out there, as he's been a security guard for yrs. He's also got a personality that can be scary when necessary.  He's been into

body building since he was young - very big muscles - but no way am I moving.

ADT is a large co. who bought out our small, wonderful, local Co. a few yrs. ago and of course, like all others, have gone into the

newest technology with everything.  I keep hoping they aren't spying on me but they would be disappointed, as all the monitors are

in the main parts of the house, so not much to see, but I kind of doubt it because if they were caught, it would spell trouble for

them.  I HAVE thought of having someone check them for spyware, but don't know who to contact.  

We were always dog people, and much as I'd love another dog, I can't have the responsibility now. Besides the expense (a lot these

days) of care (and shots we never had to have in the past) a dog wouldn't work with my current lifestyle.  A big whistle is always

good to have. Although I fought it, I did have to have the Smart Meter installed.  I don't have any Smart appliances or other Smart

 items. What I'm wanting to know is if I have to have the upgrades on the security since my system is hardwired.  Or at least I

assume it still is after the last service guy did the upgrade? By the way, I used to know a woman who lived in a cave with the family.

 I really enjoyed hearing many stories of their experience and thought it might be ideal for many reasons.
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I cannot \gure out why a lab would EVER "study" how to make a pathogen more lethal when there was no treatment for the result. No

matter whether they "think" they can protect their own and only damage the "enemy" it is sheer insanity to go down this path. Maybe it

really is time to cull the species so that there are so few of us to not make it worth it trying to be the top dog, and go back to tribalism

where the neighboring tribes slaughtered each other instead of the entire planet.
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When I got out of the Army in 1972 I enrolled at a small, obscure Catholic college in San Antonio, TX. One of the science majors showed

me one time a small, unlocked vault, and the contents that were in it. A lot of vials of various diseases. He said the vials had been there,

apparently, for years. Some of them were so virulent that he had said if someone dumped them into the aquifer, it could kill off a good

portion of the city. I was horri\ed that they kept stuff like that there, unsecured, where anyone could get to them. I presume that they take

security more seriously now?
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I am continually reminded of how the US got the African "killer bees" that are now common in the southern part of the country,

including where I live. A researcher was allowed, legally, to take them to Brazil to study them, as if they would never, ever escape,

which of course they did. People are just determined to be stupid, methinks.
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www.jctres.com/media/\ler_public/5b/02/5b021dc8-6d59-409c-bfa0-9be649..
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I presume us oldies will \ne as we were all vaccinated against smallpox as babies, it was  whole life cover, or has Bill Gates reinvented

smallpox so that jab doesn't work?? probably. Jennifer
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Jennifer, I have made some suggestions here from other sites, not the comments but the sites themselves: Suramin is a drug,

there are homeopathic remedies like Malandrium, there is S.purpurea, the pitcher plant, but homeopathically (available on Amazon

and Etsy) and also the now standard anti-viral programme: D3/K2, Quercetin, ZINC, Magnesium etc. Look up Dr.Zelenko. Namaste
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Used to be when you control the "Money supply" of a population, you'll have them begging at your feet!  Now, add the control of the

"Wellness" by injections of a population, you'll have both! And soon neither!
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Very interesting news: www.hennessysview.com/.../nu-covid-variant-found-only-in-fully
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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That's an interesting site too. Thanks!
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ICFUBAR
Joined On 6/5/2021 6:48:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Release of a deadly pathogen could get out of hand and begin to bring down the system and personnel beyond the planned parameters

that support those that would do such a thing. My guess is that because such a deadly release could well take everyone down this type of

scenario will not go live but will be used as a fear tactic to amass more power for the 'pyramid cap' at the expense of everyone else's

rights, freedoms and dignity.
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jan5574
Joined On 7/13/2020 6:34:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you look at the label on the photo of the smallpox vial found at Merck, it clearly shows, in capital letters, the word "VAX" or vaccine.

 Nothing was mislabeled; the scare about it being the smallpox virus rather that a vaccine for the smallpox virus was the result of no one

actually looking carefully at the photo.  And the letters are not small.
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joedicarlobigpond.com
Joined On 12/1/2021 8:24:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates might have predicted the Covid outbreak years before (2011) , but he is either Nostradamus or could beg the question ---  Did

he have some involvement ??

Bill Gates and his cohort  Fauci should not be given any platforms   in their attempts to brainwash the "sheep" of the world. They are both

conZicted and it is damning that they are still free agents.
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sjog148
Joined On 6/23/2015 6:33:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I found this article about smallpox quite interesting and worth the read....www.herballegacy.com/Smallpox.html
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BeckMack
Joined On 9/3/2021 8:41:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates is now refocusing on the eradicating The Zu... What Zu? Does he know something nobody else knows, Including WHO?

https://youtu.be/Tlx8WTKAgVY  There has been no inZuenza since April 2020 all over the world according to WHO inZuenza tracking app

but Moderna has been working on mRNA vaccines for both inZuenzas and SARS CoV2...Whom are they testing the inZuenza vaccine on if

there is no Zu??? apps.who.int/.../Default  ~ apps.who.int/.../Default
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BeckMack,  there is no Zu,  didn't you know they REBRANDED it 'covid'.  Someone must have a patent on the cold and Zu.???  LOL
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tincture stops replication of virus in vitro. As Gates has recently spoken of this, one can assume that something is in the works. I would

use this tincture combined with the same as a homeopathic remedy  (30C) were I to manifest symptoms. I would consider taking the

tincture as a prophylactic if the 3D "noise" concerning this increases.

journals.plos.org/plosone/article/\le?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0032610..  ~ www.homeoint.org/.../sarr.htm  

"Sarracenia purpurea SKIN. [46] [Sarr.] Phlyctenoid herpes. Psoriasis. Scrofulous eruptions. Variola (decoction taken when eruption is out

and beginning to pustulate aborts secondary fever, pitting). Fever becomes less, delirium vanishes, pains lessen, eruption develops

sooner and matures rapidly, desiccating without leaving pits. Eruption out, pustules dissipate, \rst on face, fever lessens, urine though

scanty and dark becomes abundant and pale ; strength returns. Arrests pustules, killing as it were the virus from within, preventing

pitting. Constitutional symptoms in three or four days subside. Even conZuent forms are helped, little or no pitting following. Relieves

restlessness, sleeplessness during variola." www.helios.co.uk/.../sarracenia-purpurea
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I used to live in Atlanta where there are myriad CDC workers that are hired en masse without regard to skillsets and knowledge of risk.

 Same with healthcare generally where supposedly great teaching hospitals like Emory have some of the highest rates of death by

uncontrolled infections anywhere.  Now combine that issue with a Biosafety Level 4 Lab in the heart of one of the most poorly managed

but fastest growing city in America and you have a recipe for disaster for the people that live there.  Not long ago a safety audit was

ordered and they found a duct tape repair on a Bio Safety Level 4 (most dangerous pathogens in the world) door seal. Nobody \red.  And

the Lab remains holding everything from smallpox to Ebola.  That we put up with this massive risk in a big city for the convenience of

overpaid staff is humanitites Darwin Award of the ages.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's like when the settlers gave the Indians blankets that had smallpox in it to kill them off. Has this Dynamic ever really gone away? The

scant few who control the resources poisoning the population at large to subjugate and control them.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A minor detail, but for me it was telling about how the P.R. \rm of the New York Times operates. They did a big scare mongering piece,

more breathless than usual, about how we are so unprepared for the next pandemic WHEN it happens, as if it were inevitable. Initially I

thought the whole deal with covid-19 was that it was a once-in-a-lifetime event, now I am thinking it will last all of our lifetimes! This is

World War 3 make no mistake about it! What on Earth does Bill Gates have to do with all of this, I thought he was a computer guy! I didn't

know he with some sort of virology expert! So the Times had this thing to scare people a couple months ago like they always do however

the next day they kept the same piece, but they changed the wording to say that we are woefully unprepared for the next pandemic IF it

happens, not when.
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

swabiengmail.com ~ I haven't time to get into it, so brieZy, Mr. Computer Guy (Self-Elected King of the World) was very heavily

inZuenced by his father beginning in the 60s (I think). His father (who is still living) was closely associated with the Rockefellers

and together, they were already looking at ways to depopulate the world, as there were going to be way toooo many people......as if

that was their responsibility !  Evil was in the pot long before any of us suspected.

fort-russ.com/2020/04/bill-gates-and-the-depopulation-agenda-rfk-jr-ca..

Here's a video :  Bill Gates Plan to Kill You    www.youtube.com/watch

A couple times jamNjim told the story of the families and background, but I will tell you, Mr. King of the World is NOT your friend.

So sad that he wasn't raised in a normal family with a normal family value system.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Such BS. GOF research and labs do not have to be a threat. The servants we pay can shut this down and put measures in place IF they

had the kahunas to do so, but they don't, so what does this truly say about our servants? To continue to allow GOF alone is simply criminal

on its face and FEAR mongering to the nth degree. Tired of the BS and lack of any accountability.
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BBQandDonuts
Joined On 7/27/2013 1:31:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If that’s not enough, please see the headline below from Yahoo Finance about the company that manufactures the smallpox vaccine

(TPOXX), SIGA, “ - Up to Approximately $113 Million of Oral TPOXX® Targeted for Delivery to the U.S. Government in the Fourth Quarter.”
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ah - so they're already moving on it?  Great!  Bill was so kind to warn us .. ARRG
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pam9582
Joined On 3/15/2018 7:11:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thomas Cowan's book, Contagion Myth, pointed out small pox was likely caused by the toxin in the bite of bed bugs. Window screens and

washing machines solved the problem. Knowing the cause, we don't have to believe it's "highly contagious." Getting injected with it surely

won't be good!
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drsongman
Joined On 8/20/2009 3:04:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why does Bill Gates have a sat in anything health wise?  He was a billionaire in the software industry.  Not the health sciences \eld.
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Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, drsongman ~  Read my reply above to swabiengmail.com.  It's just a quickie, but jamNjim had a longer version a couple times

about his childhood and the inZuence of his father.   Some people are just never satis\ed with their life.  He's probably not really a

very happy man.
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reg5821
Joined On 8/11/2019 12:13:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For the 2-3 x Covid vaxxed seems like the mortality rate will be closer to 99%. That on top of 30% of the remaining population would get

us to the Deagle Report pop forecast for 2025.
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Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reg5821,   Yes they want a lot of the population, Dead!!
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Elynn94
Joined On 12/1/2021 5:41:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do \nd it interesting that a few years ago WHO decided that they needed to throw out their supply of smallpox vaccine since it was

"eradicated." Though it still exists in some parts of the world.
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Smallpox - I had no idea of the devastation it caused on our planet - 300m in the 20th century dead?  500m in the last 100 years?  That's

so much worse than the Spanish Flu.   As Bill Gates thinketh - have you noticed what follows?  He bringeth :(   I'm starting to think he
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needs to release something to HIDE the devastation caused by these vaccines.
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Randyfast
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What's going on now; and what's planned for the future, has been meticulously planned - decades ago!
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Randyfast - and I wonder, viewing the protests and such, really how many people are stepping up for the shot?  And speaking to the

protests - isn't strange that we have to put our foot down that we don't want to be a part of a massive experiment?  That people's

livelihoods are being threatened in exchange for an experimental m/RNA shot?  People are being injured, their lives taken away,

their quality of life taken away - because someone said, "Hey, I think we need to make a BUCK off of this pandemic, let's all make

$$..." I'm starting to think that those who are angry are justi\ed in their anger.  I'm not going to pretend like they don't know what

they're doing - but many good, intelligent people really really want to believe all these people are working to save humanity - when

will appear obvious that they are not? *sigh
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Those who are making the decision to  implement a second wave of Nazisim are not worthy to be called human.  The people are really

hypnotised just as the German population were when their leader was raving mad while the media was proclaiming his glory, and might,

where were those Germans citizens then? IT IS different is now?
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LillyTilly
Joined On 4/21/2014 5:05:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the masses had not been so easily "hypnotized" by the victor's/ mainstream media's version of what actually happened in WW2

... we would not be in this hellhole of insanity today. When will people realize that the satanic lie we are hearing today was not the

\rst?
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If the National Institutes of Health is already hinting at a possible leak then is it still considered an accident? It appears that the

intentional leaks will not stop until the human race is annihilated and whatever is left will not be worth saving. The quest for power (gain

of function) and investigating past diseases will obliterate the creator as well as the test subjects (the human race).  We are destined to

annihilation, and for what?
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Don't you want to ask the same question to address this plandemic?  So crazy!  But I have a theory - I think they need to release

something bigger to cover up the fail of the covid shots.   Also - even if everyone vaccinated didn't have enough white blood cells

to \ght off whatever is coming - the ultimate goal on the Georgia Guidestones is 500M ... however, I guess they expanded to

somewhere between 500M-1B ... but no more than that.   So, I don't think the guys on top are going to let themselves be affected

by all this.   Pfft, wouldn't it be funny if they were already experimenting with this somewhere?
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This is exactly what I don’t understand. I understand that there are forces that would like to enslave all of us and take our money.

But if they kill us all… There will be no slaves and they will cut off their income stream. I don’t understand their seemingly powerful

drive to kill all or most of us.
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swabiengmail.com
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Add as Friend  Send Message

A lot of this makes sense when you consider that the climate problem is actually much worse than leaders let on and long-term

they just want to be among the pockets of people to survive what would be a partial Extinction event. Because they control so

much of the resources now I think they are they are just jockeying for position to survive in this scenario.
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swabie... It is not people like this who will survive.  They lack basic survival skills.   They are too dependent on a life of ease with

technology.  It takes a large population to support sophisticated technology.  When systems collapse, those who survive will be the

ones who know how to live without supermarkets, clothing stores, doctors, utilities and schools.  (Yes, being able to read, write and

do math will still offer an advantage, along with practical trade skills.)  You can only steal what you need for so long and,

eventually, your luck runs out.
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gaudettehome
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Thank God for people like Dr. Mercola, Dr. Tenpenny, Barbara Loe Fisher and Robert F Kennedy Jr.
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~Just another chapter~ Just another scare tactic....another BouncingBall is tossed out on stage......yes keep your eyes and ears and

minds trained on the NewBouncingBall.....its the smallpox scare this time........maybe a bit scarier....and Again I am REALLY

Concerned,,,,,,,,Yawn.....yes I am in a Panic....YAWN!!!!...OH my......Yawn.... yeah......well more interesting 'news'  now some 15 you kid who

is in a new school.beaming with 5G....Directed Energy WEAPON.. shot a few kids.killed a few ...and now he is instantly an Adult...and

place in an adult prison...and he prolly hasn't even \nished all his Halloween candy yet...

Hard to tell if this kids  massive bombardment of DIRECT ENERGY from 5G  didn't mess up his brain..or his thought patterns..???  maybe

an interesting defence.....Damn where is Perry Mason  when ya need a super  attorney....end most the' Dream-Team' are out to lunch or

dead.. Yeah...I would put money on the 5G brain alteration and mental assessment or possible brain chemistry alteration..from forced

'Vaccines' containing Graphene Hydroxide www.bitchute.com/.../IszzcH0Bkn0E  Maybe the GHO destroyed the rational part of his brain at

the time..... Oh Well.. thius is just one more BouncingBall to get tossed into the ring....
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Oh BTW,,,,Dr Noack >>>> stated by >>AAB...... "Please do your homework on history.  If you want to call Hitler a mass murderer,

where's your scienti\c proof?  You have to prove it as concretely as you are alleging that you have proved there are

nano-razorblades in the shots.  The REAL MASS MURDERERS are STALIN and his JEWS who slaughtered tens of millions of white

Christian Russians.""
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Be prepared, not scared.  That’s what people need to do for covid.  Now smallpox….  Dr. Mercola,your protocols have worked for my family

and friends.  What can you share about smallpox so we can prepare and have on hand what we need?
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Why would anyone be scared of Covid, it's only Zu. I had it for about half a day and husband for about two days, we are old and

"vulnerable" and absolutely \ne.  Just get your immune system working and vitamin D levels up, plus a healthy  lifestyle and don't

be obese, you'll be \ne!!! Being scared will make you ill, your brain is very clever and it believes you!! Jennifer
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The main problem is getting others to BELIEVE it.  They are so into hearing the latest news hype thousands of times a day, about

the necessity of getting the shot AND the booster.  They explain in their innocent little voices why there will no doubt be more

needed. The people don't listen or read about anything else, like what Dr. Mercola and all of us preach daily.  Most of the time when

we do try to help educate them about the truth, they don't believe us because we don't aren't a doctor with proper training and

knowledge, so what do we know?  <>sigh<>  

I always enjoy sharing with others who haven't a clue about supplements, getting rid of some pain, or worse, a disease they are

facing. I may offer suggestions and then direct them to this website. I realize there's a lot of wasted breath but we need to try.

These days too, a lot of folks have lost friends and family.  Families and friends are turning against one another due to the

difference of opinion, which we all have a right to have. BUT this is exactly what those evil planners/developers, want --- causing us

to turn on one another, and they are quickly gaining.
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The lab-leak theory serves the Deep State agenda in that it reinforces the idea that the virus is a real problem that needs to be solved,

rather than a fear-based control narrative. This ‘virus’ is not man made in a lab in Wuhan. Just consider that we are looking at a ‘virus’

that cannot be identi\ed as SARS-CoV-2 (there is no evidence), so that’s the end of that story. It was man made on a computer by Drosten

et al in Berlin in January 2020 for reasons that we all know.  The bioweapon thesis, by relying on the virus thesis, weakens all legal and

other cases to stop the measures and vaccinations. Because then it becomes a question of what is the greater danger, and answers can

only be subjective. This may be a reason why it resurfaced. To keep lockdowns and all the measures in place or returning regularly, to

force vaccination, you may still be able to by bringing the fear of a bioweapon.

Sanjoy Mahajan states:  "Another disinformation method is at work too, seen in the omnipresent coverage of the Wuhan bioweapons lab,

gain-of-function research, Fauci’s funding of it, etc. Even intelligent alt media is falling for this piece of the psyop. All that coverage (1)

strengthens the belief that viruses are contagious and deadly and can be made more so, preparing us for worse pandemics and

lockdowns, and (2) distracts with talk of alleged bioweapons “over there” from the real bioweapons going into arms here."  

A further but related result is to distract from the fraudulence of the whole “pandemic” conjured up with a research tool, PCR, that has

been repurposed into an impossible-to-calibrate “test” made without any isolated virus and run at a Ct so high as to detect RNA

fragments
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Correct, The PCR ‘test’ is what they based the number of positive cases on. Take away that, accurately determine who actually

has/had the virus, and the whole ‘pandemic’ issue collapses and the numbers can’t be used to invoke fear!   It’s as bad as a severe

Zu outbreak.......which we’ve already had, with no hoopla.
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Agree - this is a continuation of Step 1 of the plan to keep the population afraid and controlled.  Step 2 is coming.  Get educated

about Cyber Polygon - a planned attack against our entire economic and \nancial system. Consider that the ransomware attack

against the Colonial Pipeline may have been their \rst test.

 covid-unmasked.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/CyberPolygon_Transcript_..  ~ 

www.newswars.com/cyber-polygon-2021-globalists-run-simulation-of-a-com..  ~  www.youtube.com/watch  "Crisis coming bigger

than covid" www.lewrockwell.com/2021/05/gary-d-barnett/the-intentionally-planned-c..  ~ 

www.worldviewweekend.com/news/article/archbishop-vigano-warns-world-co..   Another piece of info:

www.infowars.com/posts/great-reset-klaus-schwab-offering-tyranny-cours..   Recommend all read up on all WEF platforms and

plans for the future of mankind and the planet.  Remember their timeline is to have all in place by 2030.
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First isolation in the USA was the \rst person that got sick. The PCR test they had at the time would test positive for any

coronavirus. So the only way to con\rm a "case" was Covid-19 was to isolate the virus, culture, purify, and do a DNA analysis on it

to see what it actually is:www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7239045   Here's another well documented isolation and they demonstrate

a better way to isolate the virus: www.pnas.org/.../7001   Here's another well documented isolation of Sars-Cov-2 in S. Korea at the

very beginning of the pandemic: ttps://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7045880/
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Joined On 1/16/2016 7:52:26 AM
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Dr. Mercola, Is it possible that the sores of smallpox and the occasional resulting blindness indicate that high doses of vitamin A might be

protective against the worst aspects of the disease? When I was 23 I developed adult acne and cured it by taking 100,000 units a day of

vitamin A, for quite a few years. We know how important that vitamin is for eye health as well. So it seems logical that similar doses

might prevent (or at least ameliorate) the skin outbreaks and blindness, which seem to be the most horrible aspects of smallpox. It also

seems logical that the same immune system strengthening practices many of us are following to protect against Covid might also be

effective against smallpox. Please tell me if I’m wrong!
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Interesting comment, kjf9267. I got a very stable scar from my smallpox shot in 1957. After decades, it largely disappeared when I

used a toothpaste and mouthwash containing chlorine dioxide. This suggests that this might prevent or heal smallpox itself. The

only way to \nd out is research--and communication. The trolls who have attacked hydroxychloroquine by publishing made-up

scare stats in a leading medical journal, Ivermectin by calling it horse de-wormer (well, it is--I used to see their ads in horse mags

when my daughter was the horsey age) and try to brush over the 2015 Nobel Prize Ivermectin won as human medicine, those

people call chlorine dioxide "bleach." Well, yes, it can whiten things, but it is a very different chemical from sodium hypochlorite

(household bleach) which is safe for dishes at a teaspoon or so in several gallons of water and which disinfects a lot of our

drinking water.

Sodium hypochlorite, household bleach must not be consumed straight. These slanderers, also attack NAC, which I use to get my

energy back after a cold, and has been successful with COVID, and they attack alpha-lipoic acid, which is also an energy

wonderworker after a cold. I have used chlorine dioxide for years for my teeth, and NAC and alpha-lipoic acid for long enough to be

completely immune to shrieking hysteria about those supplements. Now lives may depend on these supplements, and others I do

not know about. The greatest danger is censorship, including efforts to keep us from church or other avenues for casually sharing

information (6 foot grocery store separations, for example). Freedom of Information is not merely amusing. FREEDOM OF

INFORMATION IS LIFE AND DEATH.
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is it possible that this Omicron (moronic anagram) is really a distraction from the Ghislaine Maxwell case now going on?  Many of the

Cabal were "friends" with Epstein and Maxwell and do not want the truth to come out.  So hype up the world with a new variant more

deadly than any seen before, go through the theatrics, and keep the people from noticing that Kill Gates et al were involved with underage

teenagers for sex.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Woodcarver, I agree with you that this can be employed as a distraction from Ghislaine Maxwell's trial.  That cabal has to be huge

beyond proportions with a desperate need to erase its tracks.  I like your hard hitting "moronic anagram" phrase and will adopt it in

social media.  Thanks!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All this stuff is distraction: The Congress focusing on January 6, issuing subpoenas, rioting and looting, and trials of Kyle R. and

Ghislane, all keep Congress and the public from focusing on important stuff. Like non-stop football games.
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, Ghislaine's "prosecutor" is James Comey's daughter. The judge has ruled that the trial will not be televised or

recorded. It will be seen by locals only, so that stinks to high heaven as well. The witch \gures to be convicted of a few things and

basically get off with a slap on the wrist. It looks like they will frame it as teenage prostitution. That is naughty, but not at the level

of trabcking \ve-year-olds, nor torturing pre-pubescent children to death. No double jeopardy = no justice. But Double jeopardy

would be even worse. Our only consolation? "Vengeance is mine, saith the Lord. I will repay."
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

QUESTION:  are people who received the smallpox  vaccine as  a child or when traveling to other countries immune to it now?  If so, I am

 safe, got vaccine as a child and passed thru a vilage in Mexico while living there  in 70's.  as to safety of labs, what if a worker gets

greedy and steals some of the virus to sell to terrorists?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dordee, I think we are OK! I got the smallpox vaccine.
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MiketheAngel
Joined On 5/23/2009 11:12:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I am concerned about a smallpox attack, can I go to my doctor and get the smallpox vaccine? At the moment, the smallpox vaccine is

not available for members of the general public. In the event of a smallpox outbreak, however, there is enough smallpox vaccine to

vaccinate everyone who would need it. Is there any treatment for smallpox? Smallpox can be prevented through use of the smallpox

vaccine, even if the vaccine is given within three days after exposure to smallpox. There is no proven treatment for smallpox, but research

to evaluate new antiviral agents is ongoing. Preliminary results with the drug, cidofovir suggest it may be useful. (The use of cidofovir to

treat smallpox or smallpox vaccine reactions should be evaluated and monitored by experts at NIH and CDC.) Patients with smallpox can

bene\t from supportive therapy (e. g., intravenous Zuids, medicine to control fever or pain) and antibiotics for any secondary bacterial

infections that may occur.

If someone is exposed to smallpox, is it too late to get a vaccination? Vaccination within 3 days of exposure will completely prevent or

signi\cantly modify smallpox in the vast majority of persons. Vaccination 4 to 7 days after exposure likely offers some protection from

disease or may modify the severity of disease. How long does a smallpox vaccination last? Past experience indicates that the \rst dose

of the vaccine offers protection from smallpox for 3 to 5 years, with decreasing immunity thereafter. If a person is vaccinated again later,

immunity lasts longer. www.health.ny.gov/.../7004
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jam1450
Joined On 6/15/2020 1:53:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What will be available to the masses will be a newer attenuated live smallpox vaccine called JYNNEOS. This is NOT the original

vaccine that supposedly eradicated smallpox in 1980. I would expect it to have the same or worse designed effect as the

COVID-19 jab: to make those inoculated even more susceptible to the disease and make the disease more ebcient in its

destruction of the infected persons (lovingly referred to as "cases" by Big Pharma).
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jam, the attenuated smallpox vaccine is the same as the old vaccine. It is the old vaccine. It has nothing in common with the mRNA

Covid-19 vaccines. The reason they could do an mRNA coronavirus vaccine is because it is such a simple virus. Smallpox is a very

complicated virus that is mutli-dimensional. It is why it is so deadly. The virus itself isn't that bad. It has so many proteins that are

not infectious. However, these proteins are seen as "invaders" and our immune system attacks them. There are so  many of them it

overwhelms the immune system and allows the real infectious parts of the virus to side-step the immune system and invade the

cells to replicate. An attenuated vaccine is the only technology we have to defeat this virus and it is 60+ decades old! Nothing has

changed. They just pulled the 50 year old vaccine out of the sub-zero freezer and reinstated it with a new name.
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jac2680
Joined On 4/14/2016 12:21:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So how do you think the Covid vaccinated people will fare when they release the smallpox virus? And what, if anything, can we do as a

prophylactic?
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genaann64
Joined On 10/14/2011 9:35:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wanted to ask - I was born in 1947, and I'm not sure how many times I was vaccinated against smallpox, as far as I can remember I had

been vaccinated as a child and also while in the Army, 1967-72. I never got the sore or the scar from the vaccinations. Does that mean the

shots didn't work on me, that I was never protected? Never knew and neither has anyone I ever asked.   I have read speculation that some

of the people who are old enough to have gotten the vaccinations back when they were given could possibly have some immunity

lingering even after all these years. Anyone know if there is any truth to that?
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MiketheAngel
Joined On 5/23/2009 11:12:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How long does a smallpox vaccination last? Past experience indicates that the \rst dose of the vaccine offers protection from

smallpox for 3 to 5 years, with decreasing immunity thereafter. If a person is vaccinated again later, immunity lasts longer.

www.health.ny.gov/.../7004
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Intersting, you should have a scar. Your 20 years older than I am. My smallpox scar is barely visible now. I imagine that when I'm 75

it won't be noticeable.
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weathertitehotmail.com
Joined On 4/10/2021 8:18:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are there any prophylactic measures we can take against smallpox akin to D3 for Covid? or are we all subject to Pharmas' predation.
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Cadville2
Joined On 4/6/2017 11:44:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes. Earlier this year I stumbled across an article discussing exactly this. As most people know, colonization brought smallpox to

indigenous populations… And they discovered a plant that can help. The purple pitcher plant. It grows wild in many marshy areas

around the world and is actually the provincial Zower of Labrador and Newfoundland (Canada). I don’t have the details regarding

its use in front of me right now, but I did order a package of seeds…
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's a virus - so keeping the body strong is imperative.  We have so many different forms of antivirals - natural - ivermectin - things

like this - maybe good to have on hand.   A weird thing on Instagram came to my thread on Thieves Oil - I forgot about that wicked

liquid!   There are super strong antivirals out there.  But reading a little bit about it

www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/smallpox/symptoms-causes/syc-20..  makes me think, in our time period, as long a

we're careful with our nutrition levels - according to what I'm reading - death is actually more rare.  In this article (Unlike the CDC

scare article) it says pregnant women and immunocompromised people would be more at risk to dying from a different variety of

smallpox.  So there's different varieties?  hmmm. www.sciencedaily.com/.../091222105217.htm  funny how they keep pushing a

terrorist attack type spread... this is 2018.  I wonder what poor country will be blamed for it.
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cadville, if you end up remembering who wrote the article, can you please post it?  I’d really like to read it.  Thank you! Edited to

add:  a quick google search brought up this article - www.chemistryworld.com/news/rediscovered-native-american-remedy-kills-..
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N_caywoman
Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

don't think so. Smallpox is a different kind of an "animal". I assume those born before 1970 are vaccinated? some countries

stopped vaccinating late 1970s
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lisahealyourself
Joined On 11/28/2021 6:03:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the scariest article I’ve read.    I can’t live in a world like this.  Why are they trying harder and harder to break those of us who have

said no.  Who is going to be able to resist the fear of catching smallpox.   Im literally terri\ed.  I just want to be safe, healthy, and happy!!

What is happening to this world!
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LISA,   stand your ground, stay strong, live in your truth...you are not alone.  There are many of us standing with you.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lisa: Your fear is why this article is counterproductive and feeds the narrative of the .00001%. A well nourished body and immune

system is able to defeat almost all pathogens. Smallpox was only deadly to the malnourished. On the Trail of Tears the indigenous

were starved and exhausted before they succumbed to smallpox and even then many survived. In 2004, I almost died from sepsis

caused by an infection with MRSA. That super bug is still on my skin as it is on probably 50% or more of us but I no longer get

infections because my body is better nourished and my immune system does not let it get hold.

The human immune system is very very robust. If it wasn't, humans as a species would not exist. There are 10 to the power of 31

viruses in the air at all times. That is a trillion viruses for every grain of sand on all the beaches in the world. Every breath we inhale

and exhale contains millions of viruses. Most are evolved to infect other species of all phyla and are not even noticed by our

system. It is understood how to prevent disease. Even "genetic" diseases are the result of malnourishment. Cystic Fibrosis is

prevented with subcient selenium preconception and during gestation. Healthy sperm require it too.

There are 90+ essential nutrients. A de\ciency in any will lead to disease vulnerability. 50 years ago I read of a Canadian study of

families with Downs Syndrome babies. The men were given vitamin E supplements not the women. Statistically there should have

been 18 Downs Syndrome babies from the next pregnancies. There were none. We are still told that Downs Syndrome is a problem

of older mothers and not older poorly nourished fathers. A good public health system would make sure that reproductive age

couples got vitamin and mineral supplements. A study using data from Finland showed that 90% of Type 1 diabetes is prevented

with subcient vitamin D3. Basic Authors: Broda Barnes, Arthur Coca, Joel Wallach, Weston Price, Linus Pauling, Nourishing

Traditions
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.naturalnews.com/045989_smallpox_vials_government_lab_biohazards.ht..
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sue2613
Joined On 6/6/2015 8:25:09 AM
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What do they expect in labs?  Some of the employees made it through school by cheating. Degrees are falsi\ed. Who knows why they

were hired, friends, the inZuence of money, the old boys network? This is happening in every workplace., in government, and in politics.
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jam1450
Joined On 6/15/2020 1:53:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The new smallpox vaccine is called JYNNEOS:  What is Jynn?  (1) Jynns are mischievous thunder spirits featured in many elvish tales. (2)

King Solomon ruled over ancient Israel and was thought to be one of the most wise men in the world. Islamic tradition tells us that he was

also a prophet who was given the ability to speak with animals and Jinn. In addition to being able to speak with Jinn, King Solomon also

had control over rebellious Jinn. Legend says that this ability gave him the power to make rebellious Jinn build the First Temple and

allowed him to learn cures for illnesses that were inZicted on humans by Jinn.

What is Eos?  (1) EOS, the Entrepreneurial Operating System (where have we heard of "vaccine"=operating system?) Could it be a major

update to the Covid-19 injectable operating system? (2) In Greek mythology, Eos is a Titaness (They were the female counterparts of the

Titans--the primal gods of time, divinities of both Heaven and the Tartarean pit (where the fallen angels were consigned), the cosmic

inverse of heaven.) Smacks of evil, Satanism, secret societies, mystery religions, etc. Leftist label: conspiracy theory (label provided by

your friendly CIA to silence critics of the NWO).
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Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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Hello Jam1450,  very interesting comment.  I'm going to research this further.  Thank you.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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WTF?! No Groceries or Gas for the UnV@xxed is Happening NOW!?

www.bing.com/videos/search?q=WTF%3f%21+No+Groceries+or+Gas+for+the+UnV..   Aurangabad district in India.  No gas or groceries

sold to the unvaxed. In the name of protecting people, this government would rather see children starve.  We are seeing more pressure on

people to get jabbed.   Monthly \nes for the unvaxed in Greece.  (I think it was $120US per month per person?)  Lockdowns in Australia.

 Students in Bath required to wear armbands identifying them as unvaxed.  Etc.

 www.westernjournal.com/texas-school-district-unleashes-armed-agents-ro..   Govt out-of-control. Coming next to your state?
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This is terrifying.   My brain just overloaded.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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I'm not afraid of 'accidental' leaks. I believe when we get preconditioning such as this that something is either planned, or being used to

generate fear& to steer people where some powerful entity seeking to control& use others wants them to go.  When there is no fear of

God, or even acknowledgment of evident truth, then there is no brake or limit to the evil imaginations or ambitions of sin& the Zesh. When

there is no knowledge of the preserved& unchanging word of God, which is evidenced& foretold the conditions in which we \nd ourselves,

but only people pursuing& opening themselves to any spirit that will Zatter them concerning sin& their need for salvation, their potential

'godhood":look out.

In that circumstance, there is no end to the confusion& evil,& God will give people over to their desire as part of the consequential& just

judgment coming to those who refuse to love the truth that they might be saved. Such refuse to try the spirits &  to prove all things, to

study to shew themselves approved, a workman needing not to be ashamed.  He has promised that such a delusion will come to all those

refusing to love the truth, & men will manifest the evil that's in their hearts, turning from God to idols& the very religious antichrist system

of united fools professing to be wise, worshipping& serving the creature more than the Creator who is forever blessed.

Every race of man, all men of one blood, is capable of recognizing truth, has a conscience judging what they do not want done to

themselves,& the law of God written on their hearts allowing for repentance not to be repented of & faith believing the word of God by

which men are saved & which evidences & brings the only transformation ending in life eternal rather than just the second death& a life

lived in vain.  W/o the peace of God within regardless of circumstance, & w/o the blessed hope & rest yet to come, eternal life w/o

corruption or sin. Here in this dying even the redeemed are in corruptible Zesh.
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So what about the reconstructed and tinkered with Spanish Zu ? Really didn’t they post the sequence after they reconstructed it on an

open genbank?
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Two dates to remember  1918 - Spanish Flu whom everyone JAB died worldwide...HHHmmmm.   Something like 20-50 million.

 And there is 1933, when the banksters CALLED in all their loans....Hmmmm.  What happened!!  Will they do that again, and make it

a PAYDAY like nothing else...own it all!!
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The JYNNEOS vaccine (“Produced by Bavarian Nordic (any connection to Bavarian Illuminati?), was initially approved in 2019 by the U.S.

Food and Drug Administration for a new lab-created modi\cation of smallpox will not be any more like the original smallpox vaccine than

the COVID-19 "vaccine" is like any previous treatment for a coronavirus. It is  another Franken-drug designed to serve the purposes of the

Satanic globalists. The original smallpox vaccines probably already have mostly been destroyed once the JYNNEOS replacement was

ready for distribution, with enough reserved for use by those in the "elite" class who might accidentally become infected.

I would expect to see some very major attack on May 1. Known as May Day, this is a signi\cant worship day to Satanists, Wiccan, pagans,

Masons, and occultists as the Beltane festival. It is a time of honoring the fertility gods, sexual gods, witchcraft gods, and sacri\ces to

the gods. Several danced around the May Pole, which is a symbol of the male organ for fertility worship (Osirus obelisk, etc). Worship to

Baal, Bel, Marduk, Molech, Osirus, Nimrod and other Sun-god representations. However, the ultimate worship defaults to the Sun-god of

Illumination, the Light-Bearer, which is Lucifer in Latin. This is the source of the word Illuminati.

Satan (Lucifer titled the Adversary) masquerades as an angel of light and his minions ministers of righteousness, but who’s end is death

(2 Cor 11:13-15). The Illuminati branch known as the Bavarian Illuminati, which still operate their agenda today, was founded by Adam

Weishaupt as noted on May 1, 1776. The concept of the plans of the Illuminati inZuenced Communism, which is why Communists regard

May 1 as a signi\cant day as well. Also corresponding with Hitler’s death April 30, the night before May Day. Continue \ghting the deeds

of darkness and exposing their plans and worship of false deities that counterfeit the one true God, Yahweh and His Son Jesus..
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Dr. Mercola, Isn't it time to look at the work of Stefan Lanka, Andrew Kaufman, Tom Cowan, Samantha Bailey, et al, and \nd out about the

serious questions about the lack of proof for the existence of infectious viruses? How about \nding the magic paper that shows the

establishment of identity between a photo-micrograph and a cellular vesicle that has sequenceable RNA in it? Or the paper that proves

that the cell lines purportedly infected by viral particles are releasing identical, identi\able particles when the cells die? Without these

things, it seems like you're amplifying the legend of fearful microorganisms that may be tissue of lies to control humanity.
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